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DISTRICT COURT • SRBA 
Fifth Judicial District 

County of Tw(n Falls - State of Idaho l OCT - g 2015 I 
By ________ _ 

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFfH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 

In ReSRBA ) Subcase Nos. 63-33732 (Consolidated 
) Subcase no. 63-33737), 63-33733 

Case No. 39576 ) (Consolidated subcase no. 63-33 738), 
) and 63-33734 
) 
) MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
) ORDER GRANTING DITCH 
) COMPANIES' AND BOISE PROJECT'S 
) MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY 
) JUDGMENT 
) 
) ORDER DISMISSING ST ATE OF 
) IDAHO'S AND UNITED WATER 
) IDAHO'S CROSS-MOTIONS FOR 
) SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
) 
) ORDER DISMISSING BOISE 
) PROJECT'S MOTION IN LIMINE 
) 
) ORDER DISMISSING BOISE 
) PROJECT'S MOTION TO STRIKE 
) 
) RECOMMENDATION ON BOISE 
) PROJECT'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS 
) 
) RECOMMENDATION ON STATE OF 
) IDAHO'S MOTION FOR AW ARD OF 
) REASONABLE ATTORNEY FEES 
) PURSUANT TO RULE ll(A)(l) 
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Cl811< 

) SPECIAL MASTER'S EXHIBIT 
) RECOMMENDATION OF 
) DISALLOW ANCE OF CLAIMS 
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I. APPEARANCES 

Albert P. Barker, Barker Rosholt & Simpson, LLP, Boise, Idaho, for Boise Project Board 
of Control. 

Daniel V. Steenson, Sawtooth Law Offices, PLLC, Boise, Idaho, for Batlentyne Ditch 
Company, Boise Valley Inigation Ditch Company, Canyon County Water Company, 
Eureka Water Company, Farmers' Co-operative Ditch Company, Middleton Mill Ditch 
Company, Middleton Irrigation Association, Inc., Nampa & Meridian Irrigation District, 
New Dry Creek Ditch Company, Pioneer Ditch Company, Pioneer Irrigation District, 
Settlers Irrigation District, South Boise Water Company, and Thurman Mill Ditch 
Company (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Ditch Companies"). 

Michael C. Orr, Deputy Attorney General, Natural Resources Division, Boise, Idaho, for 
the State ofldaho. 

Michael P. Lawrence, Givens Pursley, LLP, Boise, fdaho, for United Water Idaho Inc. 

David W. Gehlert, United States Department of Justice, Denver, Colorado, for United 
States of America, Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation. 

1L ORAL ARGUMENTS 

Oral arguments were heard in these matters as follows: 

August 4, 2015, hearing on Ditch Companies' and Boise Project's Motions for 

Summary Judgment. 

September 8, 2015, hearing on State ofldaho's and United Water's Cross

Motions for Summary Judgmenr, hearing on Boise Project's Motion to Strike, Motion for 

Sanctions, and Motion in Limine. 

September 29, 2015, hearing on the State ofldaho's Motion/or Award of 

Reasonable Attorney Fees Pursuant to Rule I I (A)(l) . 

Ill. INTRODUCTION 

A. Ditch Companies' and Boise Project's Motions for Summary Judgment. 

[n most years, the amount of water produced in the Boise River drainage upstream 

from Arrowrock Reservoir, Anderson Ranch Reservoir, and Lucky Peak Reservoir 

(collectively the "Boise River Reservoirs") exceeds the physical capacity of the 
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reservoirs and exceeds the volume of water that may be stored under the existing storage 

water rights1 for the Boise River Reservoirs. Because the dams that impound the water in 

the Boise River Reservoirs are physically located in the stream channel all of the water 

produced upstream therefrom necessarily must pass through the reservoir(s) and dam(s). 

Of the total quantity that is produced in the basin each year, some oftbe water is stored to 

fruition (i.e. such time as it may be released downstream to be used for irrigation and 

other beneficial uses), and some of the water must be passed doWDStream, unused, at a 

time of year when there is no demand for it. 

The above-captioned claims filed by the United States Bureau of Reclamation 

("Bureau'') and the Boise Project Board of Control ("Boise Project") seek judicial 

recognition of beneficial use2 water rights for the storage of such water that exceeds the 

annual quantity of the existing storage rights. However the summary judgment motions 

filed by the Ditch Companies and the Boise Project,3 seek to answer the threshold 

question of whether the water that forms the basis of the claims was already being stored 

pursuant to the eKisting storage rights and henc-e the claims fail for the reason that such 

stored water cannot simultaneously be authorized Wlder the existing storage rights and be 

the basis for b,meficia1 use water rights. The answer to this threshold question, the 

movants argue requires a determination of what water is stored under the existing storage 

rights and what water is not. The State's position i that the existing storage rights are for 

all water that is' physically and legally available for storage," beginning on November 1 

of each year, until the cumulative total of the daily inflows of such water equals the 

1The existing storage water rights are: Arrowrock 63-303, 271,600 ArY (January 13, 1911 priority) and 
63-3613, IS,000 AFY (June 25, 1938 prioriiy) (total capacity of ArTowrook Reservoir is 286,600 AF whe11 
filled to elevution 3216 on tbe upstream face of the dam); Ander.ioo Rnncb 63-3614, 493,L6l AFY 
(December 9, 1940 priority) (total capacit)' of Andcr.;on Ranch Reservoir is 493,161 AP when filled to 
elevation 4196 on the upstream. face of the dam); Lucky Peak 63-3618, 293,050 APY (April 12, 1963 
priority) (total capacity of Lucky Peak Reservoir is 293,050 AF when filled lo elevation 3055 on the 
ups1ream face of the dam). 
z Under lhe beneficial use method of appropriation som.etimcs called the Coostirulionel method, a water 
right could be perfected by divening unappropriated water and applying it to beneficial use. In 1971 the 
Idaho legislature changed the law so as lo eliminate this method of water right ppropriation. 
> The Uni red States, Department of lnterior, Bureau of Reclamation, bns not filed any briefing regarding the 
Ditch Companies' and lhe Boise Project's motions for summary judgment oor did lb.cy participate in oral 
argumenL However the United States informed the court that they a.re in agreement with the position put 
forth by the Ditch Companios and the Boise Project 
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quantity of the existing storage right. 4 "Physically available" means water that actually 

enters a particular reservoir, or water that would enter such reservoir but for being 

retained jn an upstream reservoir. Affidavit of Elfrabeth Anne Cresto (filed July 21, 

2015) ("Cresto A.ff.") ~ l 4. ''Legally available,' according to the State, means physically 

available water minus water that must be passed through the reservoir to satisfy a 

downstream senior water right and minus storage released from an upstream reservoir. 

Cresto Aff.1 l 5, 

The State's use of the term "legally available" pertains only to whether the water 

is legally available to be stored. The term does not pertain to whether there is any space 

in the Boise River Reservoirs that may be legally available. Obviously in order to store 

water in a reservoir there must be both legally avaiJable water and legally available space. 

Stated differently, the use of the term "legally available" as used by the State only looks 

to the body of law of competing property interests and the relative priority thereof and 

does not include the body of law governing the congressionally approved reservoir 

operating plan that has been developed and implemented by the Bureau of Reclamation, 

the Corps of Engineers, the State ofldaho, and the Boise River water users for over 60 

years. Under the reservoir operating plan, water may not legally be stored in reservoir 

space during the time that such space is dedicated to flood control. 

The Ditch Companies and the Boise Project, on the other hand, argue that the 

existing storage rights are not, and l1ave not ever, been a right to capture and store water 

in reservoir space that cannot be utilized. Such space is .required to be left vacant to 

capture runoff that would otherwise cause downstream flooding. The Boise River 

Reservoirs are operated for two purposes: (1) to store water - to be subsequently used for 

beneficial purposes - that is produced by the basin at a time when the supply exceeds the 

demand (i.e. the non-irrigation season which is generally November l t'l1rough March 

31); and (2) to prevent downstream flooding by means of forecasting rnnoff, maintaining 

adequate vacant space in the reservoirs as dictated by the rule curves of the Water 

4 This is the State's position on the merits of the question. The State's primary position is that the matters 
sought to be resolved. in the summary judgment motion cannot be decided by tile SRBA Court in the 
context of the above-captioned subcases, but rather the issues involved herein can only be resolved through 
an administrative proceeding before the Idaho Department of Water Resources. 
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Control Manual 5, and then using such vacant space to regulate reservoir releases below a 

level that is deemed to cause flooding.t The Ditch Companies and tbe Boise Project 

assert that water that is released from the reservoi[S as tequired by the ruJe curves to 

maintain adequate vacant space - such water then flowing past the dovmstream diversion 

works and headgates of the various irrigation entitie at a time of year when the water 

cannot be beneficially used - is not water that was stored pursuant to the "irrigation 

storage" components of the existing storage rights. 

The position taken by the St.ate appears to have its origins in the accounting 

system implemented for Boise ruver water rights by theldaho Department of Water 

Resources in 1986. Under the 1986 accounting system, water entering the Boise River 

Reservoirs is calculated on a daily basis and then attribut.ed to one of two different 

accounts, starting with the accounts for the respective existing storage rights, until the 

cumulative total of "legally and physically" available water equals the storage quantity 

specified in existing storage right licenses/decrees. Cresto Ajf. 12. Thereafter, such 

daily •1egally and physically" available in.flows are attributed to an account denominated 

as ••unaccounted for storage." Id., 22. Unlike the accounts for tbe respective existing 

storage rights the "unaccounted for storage" account bas no limit regarding how much 

water may be attributed thereto. Id. 

Prior to the implementation of the daily accounting system in 1986, the storage 

component of the existing storage rights was accounted for with an annual accounting 

that occurred when the reservoirs reach maximum physical fill. Cresto A.ff. 1 18. The 

point in time at wh.ich the Boise River Reservoirs reach maximum physical fill varies 

from year to year and coincides with the point in time at which discharges are reduced to 

the amount of actual irrigation requirements (i.e. the rule curves require zero vacant 

space and the inflows are providing no more water than is being demanded by the senior 

natural flow irrigation water rights of the Stewart and Bryan Decrees. For example, in. 

1970 maximum physical fill was detennined to have occurred on June 30, and in 1971 

' Woter Co,urol Manual for Boise River Reservoirs, U.S. Army Corps or Bogineers, Walla Walla District 
~Aprll 1985), attached as Exhibit E to tlie Affidavit of Robert J Suiter (filed July 2, 20 IS). 

The tlood conrrol objective is defined as no more than 6,500 cfs at the Glenwood Gauge near Eagle 
ls111lld. 
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maximum physical fill occurred on July 13. Fifth Affidavit of Michael C. Orr, Exs. 69, 

72. 

The State repeatedly argues that the only issue to be resolved regarding the above• 

captioned late claims is "whether the claimant actually applied the quantity of water 

claimed, to the claimed use, at the time and place claimed." State of Idaho's Scheduling 

Proposal (Oct. 10, 2014) at 6. The State argues that any other issue, and especially the 

issue raised by the Ditch Companies and the Boise Project regarding whether the claims 

are "necessary," cannot be answered in these proceedings. This S peciaJ Master 

disagrees. 

Toe purpose of the claims filed by the Bureau and the Boise Project is simply to 

make sure that the water contained in the Boise River Reservoirs at the time of maximum 

physical fill (i.e. the water that is actually used during the inigation season) is properly 

stored pursuant to a valid water right. Under the legal theory of the State, and under the 

legal theory set forth in the Director 's Report, in a year in which water is passed through 

or released for purposes of keeping the vacant space in the Boise River Reservoirs in 

compliance with the rule curves of the Water Control Manual, some or all of the water 

therein contained at the time of maximum physical fill is not stored pursuant to any water 

right. The legal theory of the Ditch Companies and the Boise Project, on the other hand, 

is that the water contained in the Boise River Reservoirs at the time of maximum physical 

till i§ the water stored pursuant to the existing storage rights and water that entered and 

was passed through or released prior to the time of maximum physical fill is not water 

stored pursuant to the existing storage rights. If the water contained in the Boise River 

Reservoirs at the time of maximum physical fill is stored pursuant to the existing storage 

rights, then the same water cannot form the basis of a claim under the Constitutional 

method of appropriation. 

The question sought to be answered by the Ditch Companies and the Boise 

Project involves a question of law. The recommendation of d.isallowance in the 

D;rector 's Report is based upon the conclusion of law that the water used for beneficial 

purposes in a flood control year is stored pursuant to historic practice ratlter than stored 

pursuant to the existing storage rights. The State argues that the question of what portion 
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of the total reservoir inflows in a flood control year is covered by the i;:xisting storage 

rights is purely a question of accounting which only the Director can answer. But the 

Ditector has already given his answer to this question in the Director's Report, and any 

party to the SRBA may challenge this legal conclusion by filing an objection to the 

Director's Report.7 

For the reasons set forth herein., this Special Master finds and concludes that the 

view of the Ditch Companies, the Boise Project, and the Bureau is the correct view - i.e. 

the ''irrigation storage" component of the existing storage rights is the right to store the 

water contained in the Boise River Reservoirs at the time of maximum physical fill. 

Because the above-captioned claims are for water that is stored subsequent to the 

satisfaction of the existing storage righl'>, and because there are no appreciable amounts 

stored after the date of maximum physical fill, this Special Master recommends that the 

water right claims be decreed disallowed. 

The holding in this Decision is based upon one simple premise: The water that is 

beneficially used pursuant to the previously decreed water rights for the Boise River 

Reservoirs is the same water that is stored pursuant thereto. Stated differently, the right 

to beneficially use the water, and lhe ancillary right to accumulate and store the water 

until such time as .it can be used, is the same right to the same water. To hold otherwise 

would result in two untenable propositions: ( 1) the water right holder, in a flood control 

year, necessarily has to breach its obligation to apply the "stored'' water to its beneficial 

purpose; and (2) the water eight holder has no protectable property right in the water that 

is accumulated in the Boise River Reservoirs (as the rule curves allow) that has 

ltlstorically been used for such beneficial purpose. 

The priority date for the previously decreed water rights has significance only 

with respect to the right to capture and store water in the Boise River Reservoirs to be 

subsequently used for the intended beneficial uses. Once such water has been captured 

and stored pw-suant to a valid water right, there is no competing demand by junior water 

rights with respect to the "irrigation ( and other uses) from storage" component of the 

1 Actually, this Special Master knows of no reason why some person or entity who is not currently a party to 
these subcases would be foreclosed from cbal1enging this legal issue in a motion to alter or amend pursuant 
to SRBA Administrative Order I (13). 
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right. Water stored in a reservoir pursuant to a valid water right is not available for use 

by other water rights, senior or junior, and hence it is not the priority date that protects 

the right to use such water; rather the priority date protects the right to capture and store 

such water. The priority date of a storage right protects the right to a1ccumulate and store 

the water in the first place. The State's legal theory essentially make:s the priority date 

meaningless in a flood control year. lt is apparently not much comfort to the Bureau and 

the water users for the State to point out that the 1'excess flows'' ( acc•ording to the State's 

theory) have historically been made availab[e to fulfill the "irrigation (and other uses) 

from storage" component of the existing storage rights. The point is,, without the ability 

to capture water in the Boise River Reservoirs, under a protect.able p:riority-based 

property right, and store such captured water until such time as the same may be used, the 

Bureau and the water users are left with little to no means to ensure that the water 

historically used for beneficial purposes can continue to be used into the future. 

8. State of Idaho's Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment. 

In the Ditch Companies' Response in Opposition to the State of Idaho's Cross

Motion for Summary Judgment, the Ditch Companies succinctly statie the difference 

between the competing motions for summary judgment: 

There are two basic questions now pending before the Court on summary 
judgment in this matter - (1) that posed by the Ditcb Companies and the 
Boise Project O: Are the pending late claims necessary or d:o the existing 
storage rights authorize filling of the reservoirs after flood control 
releases?; and (2) that posed by the State of Idaho: Are the pending late 
claims supportable/provable if they are deemed necessary?' The State's 
Cross Motion goes to the merits of the late claims themseJ,ves, while the 
Ditch Companies' and Boise Project's prior Motion for Sµmmary 
Judgment D addresses the threshold legal question concerning the impact, 
if any, flood control releases has upon the existing storage rights; a 
question posed in an effort to determine if the late claims are needed. 

Id., at l. Stated differently, the Ditch Companies and .the Boise Proj,ect are seeking a 

judicial determination that the water that is beneficially used l!llder the "irrigation from 

storage" component of the existing storage rights is the same water that is stored pursuant 

to the "irrigation storage" component (i.e. the water that is physically in the reservoirs at 
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the time of maximum physical fill), and hence such water, having been stored pursuant to 

the existing storage rights, cannotfonn the basis of the above-captioned claims (i.e. the 

claims are not necessary). The State and United Water, on the other band, argue that in a 

flood control year, where inflows are assigned to the "unaccounted for storage" account, 

the water that was stored pursuant to the ex.isting storage rights, in an amount equal to the 

''unaccounted for storage," is released from Lucky Peak and sent down the Boise River at 

a time of year when it cannot be used under the "irrigation from storage" components of 

the existing storage rights; and subsequently, the water that is in the reservoirs at the time 

of maximum physicaJ fill, which is the water that ll beneficially used pursuant to the 

"irrigation from storage" component of the existing storage rights, is unappropriated 

water to which the Bureau and the water users have no property interest. The State's 

Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment seeks a judicial determination that the Bureau and 

the water users have not appropriated this "unaccounted for storage" water under the 

Constitutional method of appropriation prior to the date this method expired in 1971. 

For the reason that the Ditch Companies' and Boise Project's motions for 

summary judgement are herein granted, the issues raised by the State and United Water 

regarding whether the "post paper-fill" water bas been appropriated under the 

Constitutional method of appropriation become moot and therefore will not be addressed 

(See Section VII. below). 

IV. THE DIRECTOR'S REPORT 

The Director's Report for the above-captioned claims recommends that the claims 

be disallowed and states the reason for disallowance as follows: 

The use of floodwaters captured in evacuated flood control space in on
stream reservoirs in Basin 63 for irrigation and other beneficial purposes is 
a historical practice. The Department recommends that the historical 
practice be recognized by the SRBA through a general provision. 

Director's Report for Late Claims, filed December 31, 2013. By statute, a director's 

report constitutes primafacie evidence of the nature aod extent of a water right acquired 

under state law and therefore constitutes a rebuttable evidentiary presumption. I.C. § 42-

1411 (4)-(5); State v. Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho 736, 745-746, 947 
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P.2d 409; 418 (1997). The objecting party has the burden of going forward with evidence 

to rebut the director's report as to all issues raised by the objection. I.C. § 42-141 l (5). 

The Director's Report for the above-captioned claims directly provides two 

things: (1) an ultimate conclusion (that the claims should be disallowed); and (2) the 

reason for disallowance being that the water claimed is not appropriable because it has 

been stored pursuant to ''historic practice." lndirectly, the following can be inferred from 

the Director 's Report: ( 1) that water bas been and is captured in the Boise River 

Reservoirs following flood control releases; (2) that such water bas been and is put to 

beneficial use; and (3) that in a flood control year, all or part of the water in the Boise 

River Reservoirs at the time of maximum physical fill is water that is lawfully stored and 

beneficially used pursuant to "historical practice." 

The phrase "historic practice" under Idaho law is a term of art. In State v. Idaho 

Conservation League, 13 l ldaho 329, 955 P.2d 1108 (1998), the ldabo Supreme Court 

held that under circumstances of long-standing historical practice, so-called "excess" 

water may be lawfully used, but there is no property right for the use of such water. The 

Court further held that the lawful "extra-water right'' use of such water may be 

recognized in a general provision if necessary for the efficient administration of water 

rights. Id., al 334-335. 

With regard to the legal authorization to store the water that ends up in the Boise 

River Reservoirs at the time of maximum physical fiJI, there are three possibilities 

presented in these subcases. Such water is either: (1) "historical practice" water ( as 

recommended by the Director); (2) water appropriated under the Constitutional method 

(which is what is claimed in the above-captioned claims); or (3) "existing storage right" 

water (as asserted by the Ditch Companies and the Boise Project in their Motions/or 

Summary Judgment). The rebuttable preswnption set forth in the Director's Report is 

that, in a flood control year, the water in the Boise Rlver Reservoirs at the time of 

maximum physical fill is ''historical practice" water (or some combination of"bistoric 

practice" water and "existing storage right" water if less than all of the water initially 

stored under the existing storage rights is released to maintain vacant flood control 

space). The inference of that presumption is that the water in the Boise River Reservoirs 
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at the time of maximum physical fill is neither existing storage right'' water nor 

"'Constitutional method" waler. The objecting parties (the Bureau, the Ditch Companies 

an.d the Boise Project) have the burden of going forward with evidence to rebut the 

presumption in the Director's Report.8 

Based upon the file and record herein, end as explained m this Decision, this 

Special Master finds and concludes that the water th.at is contained in Lhe Boi e River 

Reservoirs at the time of maximwn physical fill is water that is authorized to be stored 

under the existing storage rights. Accordingly, because none of the water contained in 

the Boise River Reservoirs at the time of maximum physical fill could have been 

appropriated under the Constitutional method of appropriation, the above-captioned late 

claims should ~ decreed disallowed. 

V. STANDARD OF REVIEW ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

Summary judgment must be granted when ''the pleadings, depositions, and 

admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue 

of material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. 

l.R.C.P. 56(c); Friel v. Boise City Housing Authority. 126 ldo.ho 484,485, 887 P.2d 29, 

30 ( 1994). Tl1e court liberally construes the record in the Light most favorable to the 

party opposing the motion, drawing all reasonable inferences and conclusions in that 

party's favor. Friel, 126 Idaho at 485, 887 P.2d at 30 (citing Farm O·edil Bank of 

Spokane v. Stevenson, 125 Idaho 270, 272, 869 P.2d 1365, 1367 (1994); Harris v. Dept. 

of Healrh and Welfare, 123 Idaho 295, 298, 84 7 P .2d 1156 1159 (1992)). If reasonable 

people could reach different conclusions or draw conflicting inferences from the 

evidence, a summary judgment motion is typically denied. Farm Credit Bank of Spokane 

v. Steven on, 125 ldaho at 272, 869 P .2d at 1367. 

1 The primo facle presumption of correctness oflh.e Din:clor's Report is applied co the facrs contained 
therein. Stale v. Hagerman Water Right Owners, inc., L30 [daho 727,746,947 P.ld 400 (1997). The 
conclusion. in the Director's Report thar "historic practice" provides the authorization IO store w I.er in the 
Boise River Rzservoirs following flood conuol releases is not a detenninalion off.act but rather it Is a legal 
conelusion. This Special Master is not aware of any legal authority under which a Legal conclusion by lhe 
Idaho Department of Water Resources is presumed to be correct. 
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However, these standards differ where cases, such as this one, are tried to courts 

in the absence of a jury. See, e.g., State v. Yakovac, 145 ldaho 437, 444, 180 P.3d 476, 

483 (2008) (citations omitted). In those instances, the court as the trier of fact need not 

draw inferences in favor of the non-moving party; and the court is free to draw its own 

"most probable" conclusions in the face of conflicting facts. Id. ("[W]here the 

evidentiary facts are not disputed and the trial court rather than a jury wiJ I be th.e trier of 

fact, summary judgment is appropriate, despite the possibility of conflicting inferences 

because the court alone will be responsible for resolving the conflict between those 

inferences. When an action is to be tried before the court without a jury, the judge is not 

constrained to draw inferences in favor of the party opposing a motion for summary 

judgment but rather the trial judge is free to arrive at the most probable inferences to be 

drawn from uncontroverted evidentiary facts."). 

VI. ANALYSIS OF DITCH COMPANIES' AND BOISE PROJECT'S 

MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

A. The Quantity Element of the Existing Storage Rights Cannot be 

Exceeded. 

United Water and the State argue that the Ditch Companies and the Boise Project 

claim the right to store all water that enters the reservoir and is legally available to store 

(what United Water calls "storable inflow") thereby obtaining the full quantity of the 

existing storage rights and then, after such water is released for the purpose of complying 

with the rule curves of the Water Control Manual, to refill the reservoir under the existing 

storage rights. United Water's Brief in Opposition at 28-29. Simply stated. United Water 

and the State are arguing that the amount of water that can be stored under the existing 

storage rights is limited by the quantity element of the existing storage rights and that the 

Ditch Companies and the Boise Project are seeking to exceed the quantity elements of the 

existing storage rights. 

United Water and the State are correct in their assertion that the quantity element 

of the existing storage right cannot be exceeded for water that is stored pursuant to such 
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rights. The problem with their argument, however, is that they are building a "straw

man" contention and attributing it to the Ditch Companies and the Boise Project. The 

Ditch Companies and the Boise Project do not contend lha the quantity element of the 

existing storage rights can be exceeded for water stored thereunder. Rather they simply 

contend that Lhe water that is stored pursuant to the ex.isting storage rights is the water 

that is physically in the Boise River Reservoirs9 at the time of maximum physical fill. 

Stated differently, the Ditch Companies and the Boise Project do not claim that the 

existing storage rights allow the capture and storage (and release) of all "storable inflow" 

for purposes of fi lling the existing storage rights and thereafter the capture and storage of 

all remaining flows for purposes of filling the reservoir. 

1. The Bruiis of the State's Argument that the Ex.istiog Storage Rights 
are for all ''Phvsically and Legally" Available Water. 

The basis of the State's contention that all "physically and legally'' available 

inflow counts toward the existing storage rights (whether it can be stored or not) 

apparently stems from the accounting procedures used by tl1e Idaho Department of Water 

Resources since 1986. A detailed description of those accounting procedures is set forth 

in a Memorandum authored by Elizabeth Cresto1 Technical Hydrologist for the [daho 

Department of Water Resources, dated November 4, 2014, and attacbed as Exhibit 'C" to 

the Affidavit of Elizabeth Anne CYesto (filed July 21, 2015) ("Cresto Memo"). The Boise 

River system of diversions, storage, measurement, and water rights is highly comp!ex, 

and the accounting system utilized by the Boise River Watermaster and the Idaho 

Department of Water Resources to keep track of it all is commensurately complicated. 

With respect to the three on-stream Boise River Reservoirs, accounting of the water that 

is attributable to the existing storage rights is even more complicated by the fact that the 

volume of water that passes through the reservoir points of diversion (i.e. the dams) is 

typically greater than both the annual volume limitation for the existing storage rights and 

the physical capacity of the reservoirs. These differences are succinctly tated by Robert 

' Recognizing the.t reservoir operadons allow the cross-storage of water within tho reservoir synem. 
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J. Sutter, former Water Resource Engineer, Hydrology Section, Idaho Department of 

Water Resources: 

The water right accounting program was designed to account for aJI Boise 
River diversions whether the diversion is an instream dam, or a canal, or 
other riverbank-side diversion (to which we referred as "direct dive.rsions" 
in the Water Control Manual). However, additional accounting 
procedures were required to properly account for several distinguishing 
characteristics of the storage water in the Boise River Reservoirs. It can 
be asswned that all water diverted by a direct diversion is diverted for 
beneficial use pursuant to the water rights(s) for that diversion. Titis 
assumption does not apply to the Boise River Reservoirs because: (1) they 
have no diversion works to limit inflows to the volumes of water they 
store for beneficial use; (2) they have insufficient capacity to store the full 
volumes of inflows they receive during most years; (3) they are not 
allowed to store inflows that must be released to maintain flood control 
spaces; and (4) natural flows pass through the reservoirs during the 
irrigation season for downstream diversions with earlier priority water 
rights. Consequently, the accounting system cannot ultimately treat all 
reservoir inflows as physically stored for beneficial use. We recognized 
that, during flood control operations, the water right accounting program 
accrued to storage water rights inflows that could not be physically stored 
during flood control operations, and showed th.e reservoirs as full on paper 
when vacant flood control spaces continued to be maintained pursuant to 
the Water Control Manual's rule curves. 

Affidavit of Robert J. Sutter (filed July 2, 2015) ,r 19. Fortbe reason that more 

water passes through the Boise River Reservoirs than can be stored, the accounting 

system implemented in 1986 set up two separate accounts for each reservoir to which 

inflows could be allocated: (1) an account for each of the respective existing storage 

rights; and (2) accounts denominated as "unaccounted for storage." Because reservoir 

inflows are measured/calculated and attributed to one of these accoW1ts on a daily basis, 

such inflows necessarily have to be first attributed to the accounts for the existing storage 

rights. This is because the respective existing storage right accounts are limited by the 

annual volume of the water rights, whereas the "unaccounted for storage" account is 

unlimited. If water were attributed to the "unaccoW1ted for storage" accowit first, there is 

nothing that would trip the accounting system to begin filling the existing storage right 

account. In order for the accounting system to recognize the water in the reservoir at the 

time of maximum physical fill as "existing storage right" water, and any water that 
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previously entered and exited the reservoir as "unaccounted for storage," the daily 

measurements would have to be attributed to the appropriate accounts retrospectively on 

or after the time of maximum physical fill. 

The record in these subcases demonstrates that although the water right 

accounting system allocates inflows first to the existing storage rights and thereafter to 

the "unaccounted for storage" account, there is also an.accounting adjustment made after 

maximum physical fill to reallocate the accounts to reflect that the water that is ultimately 

retained in the reservoirs is the "existing storage right'' water that will be used for its 

intended beneficial purpose. Engineer Sutter explains it this way: 

No change in reservoir operations, in reservoir refill, or in water right 
administration resulted from the paper fill methodology of the accounting 
program. Reservoir inflows were not required to be released, and the 
water actually stored in the reservoirs was not allocated to storage water 
rights at the point of paper fill. Physical refill of storage spaces and 
storage water rights continued as req_uired by to [sic] the Water Control 
Manual's runoff forecast, rule curve and release procedures. For 
accounting purposes, paper fill is more accurately understood to be a 
benchmark establishing that the reservoir water rights are entitled to be 
physically filled by subsequent reservoir inflows. 

The net effect of this accounting procedure is to accrue to reservoir storage 
spaces and water rights inflows that are physically stored pursuant to the 
runoff forecast and rule curve procedures of the Water Control Manual. 
After maximum reservoir fill, the water physically stored in the reservoirs, 
including the "unaccounted for storage," is allocated to reservoir storage 
rights. and then to spacebolders with contract-based storage entitlements 
by the storage allocation program. The storage allocations are input into 
U,e water right accounting program. This point in the accounting 
procedure at which stored water is allocated to storage water rights is 
referred to as the "day of allocation." These allocations become the basis 
for the accounting of storage water right use during the irrigation season. 
The Watermaster is informed of the aJlocations, and he in tum informs the 
storage right holders of the amow1t of storage that is available to them for 
ensuring [sic] irrigation season. 

Id., ~120-21 ( emphasis added). As explained above by Engineer Sutter, in years 

when more water enters the reservoirs than can be retained therein, there is a period of 

time during the year where the accounting system considers the existing storage rights to 

be tilled and subsequent inflows are attributed to the "unaccounted for storage" account. 
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However, this period of time ends on the day of allocation 10 when "the water physically 

stored in the reservoirs, including the 'unaccounted for storage,' is al1ocated to reservoir 

storage rights. ' Id. The differentiation between existing storage rigpt" water and 

unaccounted for storage ... water does not continue past the day of allocation. Th.is 

process provides the retrospective accounting necessary for the accounting system to 

recognize that the water that is put to beneficial use is the waler that iis physicaUy stored 

in the reservoir on the day of maxi.mum physical fiH; such retrospective accounting being 

necessary under a system that accounts daily for inflows and necessa:rily attributes them 

first to the existing storage rights and next to the "unaccounted for stc:nage" account. 

The State relies on the accounting system to demonstrate that th.e eicisting storage 

rights are for the "legally and physically" available water that first ea1ters the reservoirs. 

Another way of stating this argument is that the accounting system d1~fines the existing 

storage water rights. rt does not Bul even if lhe accounting system de.fines the existing 

storage water rights, the State's analysis ignores a very important part of the accounting 

system - i.e. on the day of allocation the «unaccounted for storage" water is considered to 

be "existing storage rigbr water and then first allocated to the existiug storage water 

rights and then to the individual spaceholders accordingly. At the end of this annual 

accounting system. oo the day of allocation, water that is accounted for as "exjsting 

storage right" water does not exceed the annual volume of the respective existing storage 

rights. 

10 It hould be noted that !he term "allocate" as used by Engineer Sunar describes two separate accounting 
processes. One is the uaUocation" of inflows and/or stored Willer lo the respective water 11ccouots (i.e. 
"existing storage right" or "unaccounted for storage"); and secondly the tenn is us1:d to describe the process 
of 111locatlng the water stored in Ille reservoirs (whatever amount that may be) lo LI e respective 
spaceholders. (t sbould also be noted that the spacebolder allocation process does not provide a partial 
allocation to the spaceboldcrs of"e1dsring storage right'' water (if any) and another aUocatloo or 
"unaccounted for storage" water. Rather the water physically stored in the reservoirs Is aU treated as 
''existing storage right" water and allocated to spacebo!ders accordingly. 
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2. The Basis of United Water's Argument that the Existing Storage 
Rights are foraU "Physically and Legally" Available Water. 

United Water also asserts that all "storable inflow"' 1 counts towards the existing 

storage rights irrespective of whether such inflow can be stored or must be 

released/bypassed for flood control or other purposes. United Water bases this argument 

on one of the fundamental premises of the prior appropriation doctrine, i.e that junior 

appropriators are protected from wrongful or wasteful acts by seniors. United Water's 

Brief in Opposition at 28, citing Van Camp v. Eme,y, 13 Idaho 202, 208, 89 P. 752, 754 

(1907). 

United Water's argument is likely correct when applied to a hypothetical situation 

involving a reservoir operated for the sole pwpose of water storage. But with respect to 

the Boise River Reservoirs, which are operated under a legal obligation to use reservoir 

space to regulate downstream flows to prevent flooding, United Water's argument is 

misplaced. In a hypothetical situation involving a "storage only" reservoir operation, it 

seems unlikely that Idaho law would allow the reservoir operator to voluntarily release or 

bypass otherwise storable inflow (for whatever reason) during a 1ime of year when there 

is no demand for it by juniors and subsequently store water al a time when juniors could 

use such. water. In such a situation, the voluntary action of the reservoir operator (even if 

such voluntary action was for the purpose of flood control) would injure the hypothetical 

juniors and would likely not be permitted under Idaho law. However, this hypothetical 

scenario is inapplicable to the Boise Rivel' Reservoirs. The Bureau and the Corps of 

Engineers are legally obligated to operate the Boise River Reservoirs for flood control 

purposes. The effect of this is that available storage capacity of the Boise River 

Reservoirs is not fixed but rather it fluctuates in accordance with the rule curves of the 

Water Control Manual. Reservoir space that must be left vacant for flood control 

operations cannot be used during such times, and the failure to store water in this 

unavailable space cannot be considered as a wrongful or wasteful act. 
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B. The Issue Sought to be Resolved in the Ditch Companies' Motion for 

Summary Judgment is not Precluded by the Holding in Basin-Wide Issue 17. 

The State argues the issue raised by the Ditch Companies and the Boise Project in 

their Motions for Summary Judgment cannot be resolved in the SRBA for Lhe reason that 

the answer to the question is solely a matter of accounting which is an administrative 

function of the Idaho Department of Water Resources. In other words, fue State asserts 

that the ongoing process of accotmting by the Idaho Department of Water Resources is 

determinative of what portions of the annual inflows to the Boise ruver Reservoirs are 

stored under the existing water rights and what portions are not; and therefore, the 

holding in Basin-Wide Issue 17 precludes the SRBA from addressing the issue posed by 

the Ditch Companies and the Boise Project. FOT the ceasoos set forth below, this Special 

Master determines that the SRBA Court is not so precluded. 

There are two separate matters involved in determining when a water right bas 

been satisfied, and the State's argument conflates these two separate matters into one. 

One of these matters involves a one-time determination of the legal description of the 

property at issue (in this case the existing storage rights). The other of these matters 

involves the on-going accounting of-flowing water within the constructs of the legal 

descriptions of the water rights being accounted.. 

In its decision in Basin-Wide Issue 17, the Idaho Supreme Court stated Lhat the 

question of when a storage right is filled is a mixed question of law and fact. In re SR.BA, 

157 Idaho 385,392, 336 PJd. 792, 799 (2014). The first of the e matters (i.e. 

detenninicg "what Is the property?") is the question of law portion of the question. The 

second of these matters (i.e. the application of accounting to the described property) is the 

question of facr portion of the question. The Motions for Summary Judgment brought by 

the Ditch Companies and the Boise Project seek only an answer to the first part of the 

mixed question - what is the property? The nature of the property at i sue does not 

change in relation to the accounting methodology used by the Idaho Department of Water 

Resources to administer the Boise River water rights according to their relative priorities. 

11 Uoited Water uses the 1enn "storable inflow" to describe the same concept as what the State calls 
"legaJly Rnd physically'' available inflows. Utliled Waru 's Brief In Opposition Bl 26, citing the Cresto 
Memo, p. 6. 
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The accowtting of the Boise River water rights, including the existing storage rights, 

happens on a daily basis, year in and year out, and involves complicated measurements 

and calculations. There is no dispute among the parties that this accouoting is solely a 

function of the Idaho Department of Water Resources, reviewable by a court only after 

having exhausted administrative remedies. The Ditch Companies and the Boise Project 

are not challenging the accounting side of the mixed question of law and fact. Rather 

they are simply stating, correctly, that the legal descriptions of the existing storage rights 

do not describe what portion of the total inflows is authorized to be stored under those 

rights. 

This question does not occur regarding the vast majority of water rights licensed 

by the Idaho Department of Water Resources or decreed in the SRBA which divert water 

out of the natural channel. The reason for this is succinctly stated by Engineer Sutter: 

It can be assumed that all water diverted by a direct diversion [meaning a 
canal or other riverbank-side diversion] is diverted for beneficial use 
pursuant to the water rights(s) for that diversion. This assumption does 
not apply to the Boise River Reservoirs because (l) they have no diversion 
works to limit inflows to the volumes of water they store for beneficial 
use; (2) they have insufficient capacity to store the full volumes of inflows 
they receive during most years; (3) they are not allowed to store inflows 
that must be released to maintain flood control spaces; and (4) natural 
flows pass through the reservoirs durmg the irrigation season for 
downstream. diversions with earlier priority water rights. 

Affidavit of Robert J. Sutter (filed July 2, 2015) ~ 19 (emphasis added). Unlike 

most diversion works, the diversion works for the Boise River Reservoirs do not divert 

water out of the natural channel; and therefore, the water that passes through the Boise 

River Reservoirs and dams consists of water that is authorized to be stored pursuant to 

the existing storage rights and water that is not authorized to be stored pursuant to the 

existing storage rights. There are two categories of water that flow into the Boise River 

Reservoirs that cannot be stored under the existing storage rights. One category is water 

that must be passed through the Boise River Reservoirs for senior downstream 

diversions. There is no dispute in these subcases regarding this category of water. The 

legal descriptions of the existing storage rights and the legal descriptions of the senior 

downstream diversion (i.e. the relative priority dates) provide the frameworlcfor the 
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Idaho Department of Water Resources to account for and administer this category of 

water that cannot be stored pursuant to the existing storage rights. It is the second 

category of water that is in dispute - inflows that exceed the annual volume limitation of 

the existing storage rights. The Partial Decrees for the existing storage rights do oot 

provide a description of what portion of such water is to be considered stored under the 

existing storage rights and what portion is not to be so considered. 

The above-captioned c]aims are to this second category of water that cannot be 

stored pursuant to the existing storage rights. However, the Ditch Companies and the 

Boise Project are not interested in having a water right to store water that cannot be 

beneficially used - i.e. the water that must be released pursuant to the rule curves during 

a time of year when there is no irrigation demand for such water. Rather the Ditch 

Companies and the Boise Project desire to make sure that the Bureau has water rights to 

store the water that can actually be used - i.e. tbe water in the Boise River Reservoirs at 

the time of maximum physical fill. If the existing storage rights authorize the storage of 

water that cannot be used, then the above-captioned claims seek judicial recognition of 

the right to store the water that can be used. But proceeding further down the path toward 

such judicial recognition makes no sense if the existing storage rights already authorize 

the storage of water that can be, bas been, and is beneficially used. The possible result of 

failing to ascertain the answer to this question is the issuance of duplicative water right 

decrees. 

The answer to this question cannot be found through an examination of the 

lDWR's accounting methodologies. That being said, the factual history regarding the 

accounting of the existing storage rights is relevant in detennlning what portion of the 

inflows the parties have historically viewed as being storable under the existing storage 

rights. All of the parties to the usufructory and ancillary components of the existing 

storage rights are parties to these subcases - the water users who use the water, the 

Bureau who stores the water, and the State who owns the water. In addition. the Idaho 

Department of Water Resources has filed its Director's Report which sets forth its 

current understanding of what inflows are storable under the existing storage rights. The 

record in these subcases demon_strates that historically all of these entities viewed the 
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existing storage rights as authorizing the storage of the water that is actually used - i.e. 

the water in the Boise River Reservoirs at the time of maximum physical fi11 12 (See 

Seclion VI. C. below). Again, the issues as to ••whal is the property?" and "how to 

account for the property?" are not the same. Th accounting is left to the Idaho 

Department of Water Resources, but a det-enninati.ou of"wbat is tl1e property?" is 

answerable by the SRBA Court and making such a determination is compatible with the 

holding in Basin-Wide Issue 17. The historical accounting, both before and after J 986, is 

rolevant only to the extent that it sheds light on the answer to the quei;tion of "what is the 

property?" 

. The Watel' that is Stol'ed Pursuant to the Existing Stor-aee Rieb ts is the 

Water that is Physically Stored in the Reservoirs at the Time the Reservoirs 

Reach Maximum Physical Fill. 

The record in these subcases clearly demonstrates the undisputed fact that the 

existing storage rights were historically considered satisfied at the po int in time that the 

reservoirs reached maximum physical fill, which typically occurred sometime in June or 

July. The point in time that the reservoirs reached maximum physical fill is closely 

associated with what is referred to as the day of allocation. 1n bis Affidavit, Boise Project 

Board of Control Project Manager Tim Page describes the day of alfocation: 

The final allocation of water to the storage rights, including the rights held 
by the Boise Project districts in Anderson Ranch and ArrowTOck storage, 
occurs on the day of allocation. That is tbe day the reservoirs reached 
maximum physical fill and senior inigation demand equals or exceeds 
inflow into the reservoirs and there is no more water available to put into 
storage. Alt water that is coming into the river, including the reservoirs, 
after the day of allocation is water necessary to meet the demands of the 
natural flow users. On the day of allocation, the physical contents of the 
reservoir is fixed. 

Affidavit of Tim Page (filed July 2, 2015) 7. The histori.caJ methodology of accounting 

for accruals to the Boise River Reservoir existing storage rights at the! time of maximum 

physical fill is succinctly stated in the Memorandum authored by Elizabeth Cresto, IDWR 

n The c11rrent view of the IDWR and the State appear9 to bt a more recent development. 
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Technical Hydrologist, dated November 4, 2014, and attached as Exhibit "C" to the 

Affidavit of Elizabeth Anne Cresto (filed July 21, 2015). Therein Hydrologist Cresto 

states: 

Prior to implementation of water rights accounting [in 1986), the 
watermaster in Water District 63 used hand calculations to distribute water 
to water right holders in priority. In general, there was a reservoir accrual 
season (November 1 to April 1, non-regulation season) and an irrigation 
season (April 1 to October 31, regulation season). Water was distributed 
according to priorities on a daily basis only during the irrigation season. 
Accruals to reservoir water rights were not determined on daily but rather 
on 1he date of maximum total reservoir fill6. The bureau detennined the 
fill of the reservoir rights. On the date of maximum fill, storage was 
assigned to the most senior right first. Arrowrock received the first 
allocation up to 100% of its right, the remainder was assigned to Anderson 
Ranch up to 100% of its right, and any remaining storage was assigned to 
the Lucky Peak right Under this scenario, an upstream reservoir could 
have been credited for natural t1ow that arose below the reservoir. 

(fu 6] Memorandum May 3, 1977 To: RO l00, 700, 760 
Project Superintendent, SCPO, Boise, Idaho From: 761 
Subject: New Method Adopted for Allocation of Boise 
System Storage. 

Id , Ex. C, p. 12. (emphasis added) (cited Memorandum is in the record as Ex. 89 to the 

Fifth Affidavit o,(Michael C. Orr (filed July 31, 2015)). The Affidavit of Robert J. Sutter 

provides further evidence regarding the dete1mination that the water stored in the 

reservoir system at the point of maximum physical fill is water stored pursuant to the 

existing storage rights: 

Reservoir Operations Overview. The average annual volume of inflows 
into the reservoir system from snowmelt runoff and precipitation exceeds 
the collective capacity of the Boise River Reservoirs. During high runoff 
years, inflows from runoff can be two to three times the reservoir capacity. 
If all reservoir inflows were to be retained in storage to fill the reservoir 
system in high runoff years, spring nmoff could not be controlled, and 
downstream .flooding would occur. A reservoir operating plan has been in 
effect since 1953 to regulate mainstem Boise River flows to prevent 
flooding along the Boise River. The plan was revised in 1985 through the 
development and adoption of t he Water Control Manual by the United 
States Corps of Engineers ("USCE', , 1he United States Bureau of 
Reclamation ("USBR") and IDWR. The Boise River flood control plan 
involves: (1) forecasting the timing and volume of inflows from runoff 
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into the Boise River Reservoirs ("runoff forecasts"); (2) estimating the 
volume of reservoir system space that must remain vacant prior to and 
during the spring rnnoff period in order to capture inflows and control 
releases ("flood control space") as established by "rule curves"; and (3) 
scheduling releases from Lucky Peak Dam to maintain required flood 
control spaces and not exceed the established flood control objective of 
6,500 cfs in the vicinity of the City of Boise (":flood control objective"). 
Because the reservoir system stores water for irrigation and other uses 
during the spring runoff season, the reservoir operating plan is also 
designed to ensure that the reservoirs will be filled during flood control 
operations to store water pursuant to established rights. Joint operation of 
the reservoir system for flood control and beneficial use storage is 
accomplished through the use of the runoff forecasts, rulo curves, and 
scheduled reservoir releases. Under the reservoir operating plan, as 
forecasted inflows decline, less flood control space is required, and 
inflows are increasingly retained and added to reservoir contents until the 
danger of flooding had passed and the reservoirs are filled or nearly filled. 
After the .flood risk has passed, the water stored in the reservoir system at 
the point of maximum fill is allocated among the reservoir storage water 
rights according to their priorities, and is available for delivery to those 
who are entitled to use the stored water for irrigation and other beneficial 
uses. 

Storage Water Right accrual During Flood Control Operations. Water 
cannot be stored in Boise River Reservoir space that is required to be 
vacant during flood control operations. Reservoir inflows that must be 
released to maintain required flood control spaces are therefore not 
available to physically fiU storage space. Reservoir space becomes 
available for physical storage only as flood control space requirements 
decline in accordance with the established reservoir operating plan. 
Storage water rights are thus fulfilled as available reservoir storage spaces 
are physically filled. 

Storage Water Right Accounting During Flood Control Operations. A 
computerized system was developed and adapted in 1986 by myself and 
the IDWR Hydrology Section Manager Alan Robertson, with the 
assistance of other IDWR staff, to account for the distribution of water to 
Boise River water rights and to reservoir storage spacebolders. The 
accounting system did not alter the above-described principles or the 
accrual of water to storage pursuant to the reservoir operating plan of the 
Water Control Manual. 

Affidallit of Robert J. Sutter (filed July 2, 20 l 5) 11 4-6 ( emphasis added). The statements 

in the record of former Boise River Wateanaster Lee Sisco (Watermaster from 1986 to 
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2008) further confirm that the water physically in the Boise River Reservoirs at the time 

of maximum physical fill is "existing storage right" water. In his Affidavit, Mr. Sisco 

states: 

No IDWR employee ever suggested to me that storage water rights were 
'satisfied,' at the point of paper fill, that storage after paper fill occurred 
without a water right, that the storage rights were no longer in effect or in 
priority after the point of paper fill, or that junior rights were entitled to 
call for release of water from the reservoir prior to maximum physical fiU. 

Affidavit of Lee Sisco (filed July 2, 20 15) ,r 32. Mr. Sisco also explains how be was 

trained by his predecessor Henry Koelling. 

[Mr. Koelling] calculated the change in reservoir system cont.ents by 
subtracting the measured Lucky Peak outflow from the total natural in.flow 
to the reservoir system. H the total natural inflow exceeded outflow, 
increasing reservoir contents, Mr. Koelling allocated the increase in 
natural flow to the most senior reservoir right tbaf had not been filled. lf 
outflows ex:ceeded inflows, decreasing reservoir contents, Mr. Koelling 
reduced the daily allocation of natural flow to the reservoir storage rights 
accordingly. This analysis enabled the Watermaster, and Bureau and th.e 
Boise Project staff to monitor the status of the filling of the storage rights. 
As explained in paragraph 15 of my first (July 2, 2015] affidavit, at the 
point of maximum reservoir fill. Mr. Koelling allocated the total combined 
volume of water that was physically stored in the Boise River Reservoirs 
to the reservoir storage rights on tb.e basis oftheir priorities. 

Seco,zd Ajfulavit of Lee Sisco (filed August 25, 2015) 5.13 In addition to the Bureau, the 

ldaho Department of Water Resources, and the Watermasters, the water users similarly 

considered the water in the Boise River Reservoirs at the time of maximum physical fill 

to be water stored under the existing storage rights. For example, Paul Lloyd Akins, who 

sits on the Board of Directors of the Fanners Union Ditch Company and fanns land 

served by the Farmers Union canal, states: 

Because in years of flood control releases the Boise River basin had more 
water available than the reservoir system could hold, Farmers Union 

'' ln describing the p.re-1986 eccounting metbodology, lhe Cresto Memo at page 12 states: "Accruals to 
reservoir water righlS were not determined daily f durin_g lhe non-irrigation season] buc rnthcr on lhe date of 
maximum total reservoir fill ." While Mr. Sisco's description of the prc--1986 accounting methodology 
differs from Ms. Cresto's description regarding daily accounting during tho non-Irrigation season, they both 
agree tha the pre- l986 accounting methodology determined oxJsting storage right accruals I allocations at 
the time of maximum physical fill The factual discrepancy regarding daily accounting is not materiat to 
resolution of the issues presented on summary judgm.cnt. 
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would expect our full complement of storage water to be available . . . . It 
was only in years of low snow pack that Farmers Union was concerned 
over not filling our storage rights. Generally if snow pack produced 
enough runoff to require flood control releases, Farmers Union would 
expect its storage rights would be filled after the releases. Farmers Union 
never believed that in years which the Boise River basin had an 
overabundance of snow pack and water supply that we could possibly not 
have fully filled our storage water rights. 

Affidavit of Paul LloydAkins (filed July 2, 2015) 14. Another example comes from 

Boise Project Board of Control Project Manager Tim Page. Mr. Page states: 

No one from the Department of Water Resources, nor the District 63 
Watermaster, nor any predecessors of mine ever told me that the 
[irrigation] districts [Boise Kuna, Big Bend, Nampa & Meridian, New 
York, and Wilder] have no water right for filling the reservoirs following 
flood control releases . . .. 

Affidavit of Tim Page{filed July 2, 2015) ~ 12. Fonner Boise Project Board of Control 

Project Manager Ken Henley similarly states: 

At no time during my tenure with the Boise Project, including during the 
roll out of the [I 985] wate.r control manual was I or the Boise Project ever 
told that the storage accounts would be satisfied by counting water that 
had been released for flood control. To the contrary, I and the Boise 
Project always understood that the water control manual procedures were 
designed t0 ensure that storage water would be physically available to the 
districts' storage water rights following flood control releases as h.ad 
always been done. 

Affidavit of Ken Henley (filed July 2, 2015) ,r 5. Yet another example is from retired 

Nampa & Meridian Irrigation District Water Superintendent John P. Anderson who 

states: 

During my 30-plus years of experience in delivering water to NMID's 
landowners, as well as my expetience as Assistant Boise River 
Waterrnaslt:r, I was nevt:r informed by another spa1.:eholtler, the Boise 
River Wateanaster., my predecessors at NMID or any rDWR employee 
that: (a) water that was released from the Boise River Reservoirs for flood 
control purposes was a release of water that had been stored for beneficial 
use pursuant to a storage water right; (b) water was stored in the Boise 
River Reservoirs following flood control releases without a water right; or 
(c) that junior water users were entitled to call for the delivery of water-
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that was necessary to fill the Boise River Reservoirs following flood 
control releases. 

Affidavit of John P. Anderson (filed July 2, 2015) l 0. Another example is from Pioneer 

lrrigation District Superintendent and Assistant Water District 63 Watermaster Mark 

Zirschky who states: 

It is my understanding, as district Superintendent and as Assistant Boise 
River Waterroaster, that water physically stored after flood control 
releases by the SOR and the Corps is stored under the BOR's existing 
storage water rights. During my 23 years of experience with Pioneer, and 
my 2 years to date as Assistant Boise River Watermaster, I have never 
been informed by the BOR, IDWR, the Watermaster, or any other 
Reservoir spaceholder that: (a) water released from, or passed through, 
the Reservoirs for flood control purposes is debited from spaceboJder 
storage accounts; (b) water stored in the Reservoirs after flood control 
releases is stored without a valid water right; or (c) that junior water users 
are entitled 10 the delivery of posl-flood control release Reservoir inflows 
that are otherwise needed to physically fill the storage spaces evacuated or 
left open to perform flood control operations. To the contrary, it is my 
understanding as District Superintendent and Assistant Boise River 
Watermaster that while junior water users sometimes divert water in the 
same time period during which the Reservoirs are filling post flood
control releases, those jlmior diversions are coincidental because 
Reservoir filling occurs based on "rule curves' in a stepped/gradual 
fashion. I have not experienced a situation where water has been passed 
through or released to supply waler to junior users when that water was 
needed to fill lh.e Reservoirs after flood control releases. 

Affidavit of ft.lark Zirschky (filed July 2, 2015) ~ L4. The undisputed facts in theTecord 

indicate that the water stored in the Boise River Reservoirs at the time of maximum 

physical fill has historically been considered by the Bureau, the Idaho Department of 

Water Resomces, the watennasters, and the water users as having been stored pursuant to 

the existing storage rights. Given that the annual quantity element of the existing storage 

rights cannot be exceeded, the inescapable conclusion is that water that is released / 

bypassed for purposes of maintaining vacant flood control space in the Boise River 

Reservoirs is not water stored pursuant to the existing storage rights (although it 

temporarily may be designated as such under the 1986 accounting system during the 

course of the non-irrigation season). 
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p. The Water contained in the Reservoirs st the Time of Maximum Physical 

Fill is not E cess Water to which no Property Interest mav Attach; Rather it 

is the Property of the Bareau of Reclamation. 1'4 

In years that the amount of water produced in the Boise River draioage upstream 

from the Boise River Reservoirs exceeds the volume of waler that may be stored under 

the existing storage rights, such excess water must necessarily be released downstream. 

during the non-irrigation season with no beneficial use being made thereof. If the Boise 

River Reservoirs did not have a flood control function and were operated for the sole 

objective of irrigation storage, the reservoirs could be filled as early in the non-irrigation 

season as possible; and once filled any additional water could be released at the same rate 

it comes in (without regard to downstream flooding rhnt could otherwise be prevented). 

If such were the case, the water that would ultimately end up in the reservoirs - i.e. the 

water tl1at is put to the beneficial use of irrigating crops - would be the water that first 

entered the reservoirs during the non-irrigation season. [ owever, such is not the case. 

The Boise River Reservoirs are operated for both flood control and irrigation (and 

other) storage. As such, the amount of water that the drainage will produce must be 

forecasted io advance, and sufficient vacant space must left in the .reservoirs so as to 

regulate the downstream flows to meet the flood control objective. Because of this, the 

reservoirs typically cannot be filled early in the non-irrigation season; rather the timing of 

the fiU is intended to coincide with the point in time when the rule curves of the· Water 

Control Manual require zero vacant space and with the time when the senior natural f1ow 

rights (i.e. Stewart and Bryan Decree rights) preclude any further reservoir fill. The 

result of this dual-purpose operating regime is that the water that ultimately ends up in 

the Boise River Reservoirs, to be released downstream to meet the demand for beneficial 

use, is not the first water that fm.t entered the reservoirs; rather it is the water that last 

entered. 

Toe State's and United Water's theory of the existing storage rights is that the 

property interest represented by the decrees for the existing storage rights is for the water 

that first enters the reservoirs irrespective of whether such water can be stored or must be 

•~ Subject to thQ wocer users ' beneficial interest as stated on the Partial Decrees for the exi.nlng storage 
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released to maintain the vacant space as dictated by the rule curves of the Water Control 

Manual. The State and United Water go on to assert that any water that is captured in the 

reservoirs that replaces the water so released is not held pursuant to a property right, but 

rather it is excess water to which no property interest may attach. (This is essentially the 

same as the legal conclusion set forth in the Director's Report that "historic practice" 

authorizes the storage of water following flood control releases.) The result of the State's 

and United Water's theory is that some or all of water that is purportedly stored under the 

Bureau's property right is passed downstream at a time of year when no beneficial use 

can be made thereof and the water that is subsequently captured and then released 

downstream to satisfy irrigation demand is water tha:t was not stored pursuant to a 

property right. 

Water rights are usufructory property rights. The term '<usufruct'' means the right 

of the use of a thing (e.g. water) and the right to that which may be produced by the thing, 

while the physical ownership of the thing is vested in another (in Idaho water is property 

of the state, LC. § 42-101), so long as such use does notdestroy or injure the thing. The 

origin of the word "usufruct'' is from the Latin words for 'use" (usus) and "fruit" 

(fructus). The storage of water is not a usufructory right in and of itself, Le. storage is not 

an independent beneficial use, nor does it produce anything. Rather storage is ancillary 

to a beneficial use. As such, stored water is the property of the appropriator who is under 

a legal obligation to apply such stored water to a beneficial use. Washington County 

Irrigation Dist. v. Talboy, 55 Idaho 382, 385, 43 P.2d 943, 945 (1935). 

Under the State's legal theory, the water that first enters the reservoir is stored 

pursuant to the existing storage right and as such, it becomes the property of the Bureau, 

impressed with the obligation to apply such water to a beneficial use. But the Bureau 

cannot satisfy this obligation with respect to any water that cannot be stored or must be 

released (for pu[J)oses of maintaining vacant reservoir space) before it can be beneficially 

used. The next piut oftbe State's legal theory is that the water that is subsequently 

captured and stored pursuant to the Bureau's (and/or the Corps of Engineers') obligation 

to regulate downstream flows (and the Bureau's contract obligations to the spacebolders), 

rights. 
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to which the Sta: e asserts is not property, is the water that is ultimately used for beneficial 

purposes. Assuming arguendo that the State's theory is correct, what is the legal theory 

that would allow the Bureau of to disregard its obligation to beneficially use the water in 

which it does have a property interest and substitute it for water in which it does not have 

a property interest? 

The State and United Water argue that the water tha is captured in the reservoirs 

for tile purpose of regulating downstream flows to prevent flooding is ' e,ccess water"15 as 

that phrase was contemplated inState v. Idaho Conservation League ("ICL"), 131 Idaho 

329, 955 P.2d 1108 (1998) and the companion case A & B Irrigation Dist. v. Idaho 

Conservation League ("A & B"), 13 J Tdaho 411, 958 P.2d 568 (1997). In the 

Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge, Subcase Nos. 74-15051, et nl. (' Lemhi 

High Flows Claims") (February 12, 2012) the SRBA Presiding Judge conducted a 

detailed analysis of the holdings in JCL and A & Band concluded: 

[n A & B, the Idaho Supreme Court held as a matter of law that ... a 
ge eral provision [authorizing the use of high flows or excess water] does 
not create a water righL In ICL, the Tdaho Supreme Court upheld the use 
of such a gen_eral provision, for among other reasons, that tbe general 
provision did not create a water right 

Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge, Subcase Nos. 74-15051, et nl. at 

25. The SRBA Presiding Judge went on to explain that "[s]ince the use of hlghflow 

water (pursuant to a general provision] does not create a water right b.igh flows are 

therefore unappropriated water.'~ Id. 

United Water asserts that all water captured in the reservous after "paper fill' is 

'excess water" to which no property right may attach because such excess water cannot 

be decreed as a water right under Idaho law. United Water's Brief in Opposition at 35. 

" With respect lo U1e Slat.e's and United Water's "excess water" theory, Ole following should be noted: 
First it should be oolr:tl that the Bun:au's obligation to opcl'8ie tnc rcscrvoirs 10 control flooding-which 
necessarily entails impounding waler so as io regulate downstream flows is not dependent on 11. state
bused water right. Sucb flood control obligation is created purniant to tnc federal legislation and 
agreemet\rs U1at relate lo the Boise River Reservoirs. Second, it shouJd be omcd that. the impoWJdmenL of 
Willer by the Bureau solely for the purpose of tegulaling downstream flows does not in and o itself create a 
property interest in the wa.ter so impowided. Third, t should be noted that there is nod1ing to pccvcnt the 
water rhat is impou.nded for purposes of regulating downstream flows from coincidentally being impounded 
pursu nt lo a st te-based proprietacy water rigltt. 
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United Water's view of the law in Idaho regarding excess water is too broad. The 

holding i.nA & B does not stand for the proposition that "excess water" (whatever that 

may be) can never be subject to a property right, but rather that a general provision 

authorizing the use of such "excess water'' does not create a water right. ln the instant 

subcases the.re is no previously decreed or recommended (in a Direct.or's Report) general 

provision regarding the use of any water that passes through the Boise River Reservoirs 

that may or may not be «excess water." A general provision, to whichprimafacie weight 

is statutorily attached, would presumably provide some guidance or criteria on what is, 

and what is not, "excess water." 

United Water's Brief in Opposition is not entirely clear on describing what 

characteristics must be attributed to water for it to be considered "excess water." Is 

"excess water" any water above and beyond "paper 6J1"? ls there a necessary component 

of "excess water" that it vary from year to year due to soowpack amounts, spring 

temperatures, precipLtation, etc.? Fortunately there is no reason presented in these 

subcases that would require a factual determination of what may be "excess water." This 

is because so-called "excess water," whatever it may be, is unappropriated water that is 

subject to appropriation. The Idaho law relied upon by United Water stands for the 

proposition that a general provision authorizing the use of excess water does not create a 

water right not for the proposition that there is some generally rccogni:z.able category of 

water in ldabo called "excess water" that can never be subject to a water right 

The post-appeal procedural history of the recommended general provision at issue 

in JCL illustrates the concept that "excess water" is subject to appropriation as a water 

right. In the Special Master's Report a11d Reco111me11datiot1 for Gelleral Provisions ill 

Basin 57 Desig11ated as Basi11-Wide lss1'e 5-57, Subcase No. 91-000S-S7 (September 11, 

2002), Special Master Cushman describes what happened: 

[Flollowing remand in State of !dalio v. Jda)w Conservation League, the 
parties claiming the use of "excess water" under General Provision 2 filed 
individual late claims for the "excess waler'' in an attempt to comply with 
th.e holding of the Supreme Coun. IDWR recommended these late claims 
in a March 5, 2001, late claims report . ... The individual late claims for 
the "excess water" were either uncontested or any objections have now 
been resolved via SF-S's .... Because the "excess water" issue was no 
longer being pursued as a general provision, this Special Master ordered 
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that IDWR prepare a Supplemental Director's Report recommending the 
remaining portions of General Provision 2, if any, that were necessary in 
light of the individual claims for the "excess water." IDWR filed its 
Supplemental Director's Report on June 19, 2002. According to the 
Supplemental Report, the only remaining portion of GeneraJ Provision 2 
recommended following the filing of the individual late claims is portions 
of paragraph 5(b ), which address the historical practice of rotation 
irrigation. 

id., at pp. 3-4. The State and United Water argue that the water that is contained 

in the reservoirs at the time of maximum physical fill is all or part "ex.cess water" (i.e. 

any amounts attributed to the "unaccounted for storage" account) that is not subject to 

appropriation. The Ditch Companies and the Boise Project do not primarily counter by 

asserting that such water is appropriable (which it would be if it were "excess water"); 

but rather they counter by asserting that the water contained in the Boise River Reservoirs 

at the time of maximum physical fill is not appropriable because it is water that is stored 

under the existing storage rights. Titls Special Master agrees with the Ditch Companies 

and the Boise Project in this regard. Therefore, the claims of the Bureau and the Boise 

Project must fail for the reason that the water claimed is not subject to appropriation 

because it has al.ready been appropriated. 

E. The Ditch Companies and the Boise Proiect are not Collaterally 

Attacking the Partial Decrees for the Existing Storage Rights; However they 

are Seeking a Collateral Interpretation thereof. 

The State and United Water assert that what the Ditch Companies and Boise 

Project are asking for in their Motions for Summary Judgme111 amounts to an 

impennissible collateral attack on the existing storage rights and therefore the Motions 

must be denied. For the reasons set forth below, this Special Master concludes that the 

Motions do not collaterally attack lh.e Partial Decrees for the existing storage riglrts. 

The Ditch Companies and the Boise Project are not asserting tbat anything on the 

face of the Partial Decrees for the existing storage rights means anything other that the 

plain meaning of the words and numbers set forth thereon. That being said, the Ditch 
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Companies and the Boise Projects are seeking an interpretation of the Partial Decrees

i.e. they are see.king a collateral16 interpretation., 17 not a collateral attack. 

The State and United Water cite to the SRBA Court's Order Denying Motio11 to 

File. late Claim , Subcase No. 36-16977 (October 2., 2013) (Rangen), lo support the 

proposition that the -instant Motions for Summary Judgment constitute an impermissible 

collateral attack on the existing storage rights. The Ditch Companies and the Boise 

Project point out, correctly, that the issue in Rangen involved whether a late claim should 

be. granted; whereas in the instant subcases the motions to file late claims have already 

been granted. 

There is another factor that differentiates the interpretation being sought in the 

instant subcase from the attack sought in the Rangen subcase. The Partial Decrees 

issued in the SRBA for Rangen's water rights differed materially from the previously 

issued licenses upon which they were based and from Rangen 's historical usage. 

Specifically, in the SRBA the source was decreed as "Martin-Curren Tunnel" whereas 

the liceoses stated "springs tributary to Billingsly Creek," and the point of diversion was 

decreed as a l 0-acre tract rather than the licensed 40-acre tract In an administrative 

proceeding before the Idaho Department of Water Resources, Rangen argued that the 

SRBA Partial Decrees included water sources in addition to the Martin-Cucren Turmel 

and sources outside of the decreed 10-acce tract. fo other words, Rangea was asserting 

before the Idaho Departmeot of Water Resources that the Partial Decrees meant 

something other than what was set forth within the four comers of the document. The 

late claim filed in the SRBA by Rangen was admittedly an attempt to protect its historic 

water use should the Idaho Department of Water Resources rule unfavorably. What is 

important to note i.s that the allegations made by Rangen before the Idaho Department of 

Water Resources and the late claim it was seeking from the SRBA Court were both 

16 Toe term •·colla1eral" is used here simply to signify that the interpretation is being sought in the 
r.roceediogs in the above-captioned subcases rather than the subcases for the ex isling storage righlS. 
7 l11e use of the tenn "interpretation" is not meant to connote tha1 there is any ombiguity or unclarity in the 

Parllal Decrus for the existing storage rights with respect 10 Ille issues raised in tbeso subcascs; rather the 
interpretation involves the application of historical fact together with Idaho law lo ascertain the answer to a 
question upon which the Partial Decrees arc gjleot. The clarification of existing law against which the 
wat.er right holders arc entitled to rely is not a collaieral attack on a prior license or decree. Memoramlum 
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designed for the same end -recognition that R.a.ngen's water rights were something other 

than what was set forth on the face of the Par,ial Decrees - i.e. an "attack,'' 

1. The Ditch Companies1 and the Boise Project's Interpretation of the 
Existing Storage Rights. 

Unlike Rangen, the Ditch Companies and the Boise Project are not asserting that 

the Partial Decrees for the existing storage rights mean something different than what is 

stated thereon. That being said, the Partial Decrees foe the existing storage rights are 

silent regarding a .question that must be answered in order to determine whether there is 

any unappropriated water that might fonn the basis of the above-captioned claims, That 

question is: In any year where reservoir i.oflows exceed the quantity elements of the 

respective existing storage rights, what portion of such water is attn out.able to the existing 

storage rights? This is not a question of accounting procedure; rathet it is a question as to 

the oarure of the existing storage rights. lo other words, while measurement and 

accounting methodologies are left to the sound discretion of the director, 18 the question 

sought to be answered by the Ditch Companies and the Boise Project relates to "what to 

count?" rather than "bow to count it?" 

The questlon of ''how" to make an accollllting ofsomething cannot yield the 

answer of "what" to count. This is backwards. Before determining how to account fut 

something one must know what is being counted. Accordingly, it cannot be said that the 

Director's discretionary decision. of"how" to account for the existing storage rights is 

determinative of what portion of the annual reservoir inflows are stored under the 

authority of the existing storage rights. The State asserts that it is not necessary for the 

Court to detennioe one way or the other regai;ding what water is stored under the existing 

storage rights. This Special Master di&agrees. The above-captioned claims either are, or 

are not for the same water authorized ro be stored under the existing storage rights. lf 

the claims are for the same water, they fail. It would be a futile endeavor to engage in 

additional fact finding and legal analysis if the claims fail upon the answer to the basic 

Declslo11 a11d Order 011 Cross--Motfons for Sunuuary Judgme11t Re: Streamflow Maintenance Claim, 
Subc:ase 63-3618 (Sept 23, 2008) p. 18 (citation omitted). 
11 In re SRBA, 157 ldaho 38S, 394,336 P.3d. 792,801 (2014} 
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question of whether they are claims lo water already stored under the existing storage 

rights. 

When the Idaho Department of Water Resources designed the accounting system 

that it implemented in 1986. the designers necessarily had to grapple with the question 

regarding what portion of the reservoir inflows are attributable to the existing storage 

rights. As stated by Engineer Sutter: 

[T]he accounting system cannot ultimately treat all reservoir inflows as 
physically stored for beneficial use. We recognize that, during flood 
control operations, the water right accounting program accrued to storage 
water rights in.flows that could not be physically stored during flood 
control operations, and showed the reservoirs as full on paper when vacant 
flood control spaces continued to be maintained pursuant to the Water 
Control Manual's rule curves. 

Affidavit of Robert J Sutter 1 19. Engineer Sutter goes on to explain that the 

daily accruals that constitute "paper fill" of the existing storage water rights is not the end 

of the accounting process. The next step in the accounting process is that "[ a]fter 

maximum reservoir fill, the water physically stored in the reservoirs. including the 

'unaccounted for storage,' is allocated to reservoir storage rights." Id., 121. Hydrology 

Section Supervisor Cresto explains it this way: 

The .. unaccounted for storage" is often used to provide full reservoir 
allocations so that charges for early-season storage use or the Bw-eau's 
flood control releases can be "cancelled." 

Affidavit of Elizabeth Anne Cresto (filed July 21, 2105) ,123. Engineer Sutter 

states that he concurs with the statements in the Affidavit of Elizabeth Anne Cresto and 

elaborates: 

Natural Flow in excess of that needed io satisfy all existing natural flow 
rights and is physically stored in a reservoir is coded as unaccounted for 
storage. This unaccounted for storage is credited back to lhe reservoirs, 
and if it is insufficient to provide for full reservoir allocations, the 
unaccounted for storage is assigned to fulfil l the reservoir allocations 
consistent with the original priority dates of the reservoir rights. 

Second Affidavit of Robert J. Sutter (filed July 21, 1015) 11 4 and 6. ln other 

words, wider the Boise River accounting system, the "unaccounted for storage" becomes 
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"existing storage right storage" once it has been assigned or '"credited» to be beneficially 

used pursuant to the "irrigation from storage" element of the existing storage rigbts. l9 As 

previously stated, the 1986 accounting system appears to be the basis of the State's 

argument that the existing storage rights are satisfied by cumulative total of all 

"physically and Legally' available inflows. However, even if the accounting system 

utilized by Idaho Department of Water Resources can be determinative of the nature of 

the existing stoi:age rights,. the accow1ting system does not support the State's position. 

Although the accounting system initially counts such "physically and legally" available 

water as accruing to the existing storage rights1 at the time of maximum physical fill the 

water that is physically in the reservoirs is placed on the accounts as the water that is 

stored and beneficial! y used pursuant to the exisling storage rights. 

2. The State's and United Water's lntemretation ofthe Existing 
Storage Rights. 

The State20 and United Water also argue for a collateral interpretation of the 

existing storage rights. They argue that the existing storage rights are filled once the sum 

of daily accruals equals the annual volume limit of the existing storage rights. Thereafter, 

they argue, actual storage can continue wider Ute existing storage rights, bul under the 

19 This practice is also consistent with the accounting for carryover storage. The 11ccollflting procedure Cor 
carryover stofllge is described in the paper entitled Water Delivery Accounting. Boise River, WD-63: 
"Un11sed prior year storagr; is assigned as carryover in the following sequence: Lucky Peak. Anderson 
Ranch, Arrowrock, because use is charged In !he teYerse order." Third Affidavit of Michael C. Orr, Bx. 67. 
At the beginning of the storage season, the existing. storage right accounts do not start at zero -they begin 
with the carryover ernounts. When the existing storage rights are filled on paper, the "unaccounted for 
storage" does begin at zero. In other words, there ls not any "unaccounted for storage" !'.hat is carried over 
to the following year's "unaccounted for storage" accow,t because such "unaccounted for storage" is 
credited ro the existing sroragerigbts at the r.ime of maximum physical fill. 
lll tt is a bit challenging lo ascertain exactly what the State's position is regarding the answer to Ute questioti 
about what portion of the annual resetvoi.t inflows are authorized to be stored under the existing storage 
rights. The State is clear regarding its position thar the question should not be answered in these 
proceedings, but as to the substance of the que,tion the State claims on page 38 of the State 's Response that 
It "has taken no position" regarding questions of intcrptctatlon of the existing storage rights. Rowever, the 
Stal'e spends numerous pages ofiis briefing describing the development of"paper fill" accounting and how 
!he Ditch Companies and the Boise ·Project have "mlscbaracterized" the operation of the Water District 63 
accounting procedures. See, e.g., State's Response pp. 54-63, [tis the understanding of this Special Master 
that the State would prefer to have an amorphous rather than particularized definition of this aspect of the 
existing storage rights. 
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condition that the existing storage rights are "no longer in priority.'121 State's Response at 

28 and 67, United Water's Brief in Opposition at 31-33. Stated differently, the State and 

United Water argue that the existing storage right annual quantity limit can be exceeded 

so long as the priority element is ignored. This legal theory is without merit. 

Furthermore and in contrast to the legal theory of the Ditch Companies and the Boise 

Project (i.e. that the existing storage rights authorize the storage of the water in the 

Reservoirs at the time of maxi.mwn physical fill as opposed to authorizing the storage of 

water that must be rele.1$ed to comply with the rule curves), the legal theory of the State 

and United Water does constitute an impermissible collateral attack on the existing 

storage rights. There is nothing in the Partial Decrees for the existing storage rights that 

even hints that the quantity element can be exceeded so long as the priority element is 

ignored. Hence the theory advocated by the State and United Water is more akin to the 

unsuccessful position taken by Rangen that the partial decrees for its water rights mean 

something more than what is stated on the face of the decree. 

VII. ORDER DISMISSING STATE OF IDAHO'S AND UNITED WATER 

ffiAHO'S CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDG NT 

For the reason that the Ditch Companies' aod Boise Project's motions for 

summary judgement are herein granted, the issues raised by the State regarding whether 

the "post paper-fill" water has been appropriated under the Constitutional method of 

appropriation become moot and therefore will not be addressed. Accordingly the State of 

Idaho's Cross-Motion/or Summary Judgment is dismissed. 

21 The State's U5e oflhe phrase "no longer in priority" i.o lh!s conccxt is puzzling. Typically when a water 
right is snid to be 'no longer in priority" or "out of prioricy" it means that the demand for water oo a source 
is greater than supply and the junior rights that ilft "no loogcr in priority'' are no longer receiving any water 
(absent an approved plan to mitigirres damages by out of priority diversions). Under the typi.cal use of the 
pbrase, the e,tisting storage rights would be "no longer in priority" when the natural now of the river is 
equal to or less lhllll the demand of senior natural flow rights of the Stewart and Bryan Decrees. When. that 
happens, the existing storage rights are not only "out of priority' but Che reservoirs themselves are out of 
any addidona.l water the.I may be stored. 8111 the State is not using the phrase to connote the point in time 
when reservoir storage physically ceases; rather the phrase is being used to describe lb.e time of the year 
when the existing storage rights arc "off' because they have purportedly fi.Ued on paper, but natural flow 
supply is still greater than senior natural flow demand and hence storage continues to occur. In other 
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VIlf. ORDER DISMISSING BOISE PROJECT'S MOTION IN LIMINE 

On August 18, 2015, the Boise Project filed a Motion in Limine seeking an order 

precluding the State and United Water from introducing expert witness testimony for the 

reason that no expert witness was disclosed by either of these parties. Because the trial 

has been vacated, the Motion is moot and is therefore dismissed. 

IX. ORDER DISMISSING BOISE PROJECT'S MOTION TO STRIKE 

Qn August L8, 2015, the Boise Project filed the Boise Project's Motion to Strike 

and Motion for SanCLions ( .. Boise Project 's Motion to Strike"), The .Motion seeks an. 

order striking the State of Idaho's Cross-Motion/or Summary Judgment, the 

Memorandum in Support thereof, and the Fifth Affidavit of Michael C. Orr on the 

grounds that the State's Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment is directly contrary to the 

testimony of the State's J0(b)(6) deponent. For the reason that the State of Idaho 's 

Cross-Motion.for Summary Judgment is herein dismissed, the Boise Project's Motion. to 

Strike need not be addressed and is accoTdingly dismissed. 

X. RECOMMENDATION ON BOISE PROJECT'S MOTION FOR. SANCTIONS 

The Boise Project'$ Motion lo Strike seeks an order requiring the State to pay the 

costs associated with responding to the State of Idaho 's Cross-Motion for Summary 

Judgment. The basis for the Motion is that the State's I.R.C.P. 30(b)(6) witness stated in 

his deposition testimony that the State had "no position" on whether the late claims 

should be disallowed and "no position" on whether or not water that is captured in the 

Boise River Reservoirs folloMng flood control releases is put to beneficial use but that 

in all likelihood such water was either put to beneficial use or carried over to the next 

season. Boise Project 's Motion to Strik.e at l . The Boise Project asserts tl1at these non

positional statements are directly contrary to the State of Idaho's Cross-Motion for 

words, the existing storage rights are not considered to bo "off" bocausc lhey are "no longer in priority", 
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Summary Judgment wherein the State seeks disaJJowance of the claims. The Bojse 

Project also asserts that the State's non-positional state.meat regarding whether the water 

captured in lhe Boise River Reservoirs following flood control releases is put to 

beneficial use is contrary to the S1ate s assertion in its Cross-Morion that the claimants 

{Bureau and Boise Project) have admitted that they cannot prove that such post flood

contro I release water was put to beneficial use.12 

In analyzing lhe State's .. position'' (or lack thereof), the starting point is Idaho 

Code§ 42-1412 (2) which states in relevant part: 

If a party other than the claimant or the objector desires to participate in 
the proceeding concerning a particular objection, the party shall file a 
response to the objection that states the position of the party. 

I.C. § 42-1412. (2) (emphasis added). The Response filed by the Slate in these subcases 

simply have checked box.es' as to the elemen to whic the State is responding. The 

tate's Responses to not provide any arlditiooal informatioo or explanation.13 In the 

absence of any additional explanation, the State's Responses set forth a position that the 

State simply agrees with the Director's Report. See Memorandum Decisloll a,u/ Order 

on Cltn.llenge, Subcase Nos. 36·00061 et al, (September 27, 1999) p. 16 ("In contested 

subca es where NSGWD agrees with the Director's Report ... they can file a Response 

(Standard Form 2) which, in essence, would state: ' e agree with the Director's 

Report."'). As discussed in Section IV above the Director's Report provides two things: 

(1) an ultimate conclusion (that the claims should be disallowed); and (2) the reason for 

rather they are "off" because the aMual volumetric !imitation has been met. 
u 171e State's legal theory regarding the Claimant's b1.1tden of proving beneficial use to suppott their claims 
is thai the stored water that has historically beeri beneficially used llas been used unc;ler the authority ofth.e 
ex i!!ting stomge rights irrespective of whether the water in the Boise River Reservoirs was stored under the 
e isring storage rights or stored pursuant fo ''Constitutional method" water rights . In othtr words, under 
the State's theory, even though the "existing slornge righr waterway h ve been released downstream ata 
time o year when it caMot be used, the water that n-places the "existing storage right" water is beneficially 
used under th existing storage rights, just not stored under the existing storage rights. The result of this 
legal lheory is that the claimants would be required to prove additionaJ use (irrigated acreage) beyond that 
which is authorii.ed under the existing storage rights. See State 's Memo in Support of Crrus-Motiori at 52-
56. 
u The document entitled "Instructions for Filing Responses to Obj11ctions to WaLo?r Righls in the Snoke 
River Basin Adj11dlca1/on" hich is an attac.bmtnt 10 SRJJA Administrative Order I, Rules of Procedure, 
states: 'You may attach any explanation or dotumentation that you feel is oecC!lsary 10 suppon your 
Response." 
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d.isaJlowance being that the water claimed in the late claims is not appropriable because it 

has been stored pursuant to "historic practice." 

The Boise Project asserts that I.R.C.P. 11 (n)(t) authoriz.es imposing sanctions 

including tlle payment of costs incurred in responding to the State's Cross-Morion for 

Summary Judgmenr which is inconsistent with the testimony of the State's 30(b)(6) 

deponent. The imposition of such sanctions is committed to the djscretioo of the trial 

court. Sun Valley Shopping Center, Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 871 94, 803 P .2d 

993, 1000 (1990). Abuse of discretion js evaluated based upon three factors: ( l) whether 

the ttie.1 court correctly perceived the issue as one of discretion; (2) whether it acted 

within the boundaries of its discretion and consistently with applicable legal principles; 

and (3) whether it reached its decision through an exercise of reason. Id. 

A. Analysis 0£ Sanctions Regardine the Statement of the 30(b)(6) Deponent 

that the State has no Position as to Whether the Claims Should be Disallowed 

or Not 

The pwpose of the discovery rules in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure is to 

facilitate fair and expedient fact gathering. Edmunds v. Kraner, MD. , 142 ldaho 867, 

873, 136 P.3d 338,344 (2006). The State's 30(b)(6) deponent stated that "the State [does 

not have] an agreement, or a disagreement with the recommendations [in the Director's 

Report]" and chat "[the State does not] have a position currently on whether that 

recommendation should move forward or not." 30(b)(6) Deposition Transcript, p. 16 

(reproduced in Boise Project's Motion to Strike at 4). The assertion of the 30(b )(6) 

deponent to the effect that the State has no position on whether the claims should be 

disallowed or not is not a matter of fact subject to being discovei:ed under the disco-very 

rules; rather it is a position regarding the ultimate disposition of the above-captioned 

claims. The Boise Project is correct in its assessment that this statement of position made 

by the 30(b)(6) deponent is inconsistent with the relief sought in the State 's Cross-Motion 

for Summa,y Judgment. The deponent's statement of position is also inconsistent with 

the Response filed by the State which takes a position of agreeing with the Director's 

Report (that the claims should be disallowed for reason of water storage under "historic 
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practice"). However, the State1s position in. its Response~ consistent with its Cross

Molionfor Summary Judgment at least as to the ultimate disposition of disallowance of 

lhe claims. 24 Despite the inconsistencies, the Boise Project cannot be heard to have been 

"sandbagged' by the State's filing of its Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment. The 

Boise Project has knoWn since the time it received notice of the State's Response,s that 

the State sought disaUowance of the claims. In accordance with tJ1e foregoing, and in an 

exercise of reason and within the boundaries of discretion, this Special Master concludes 

that the inconsistencies between the State's Response, the testimony of the State's 

30(b)(6) deponent, and the State's Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment, should not be 

sanctioned as to the costs incurred by the Boise Project in responding to the Cross

Motion. 

B. Analysis of Sanctions Regarding the Statement of the 30(b)(6) Deponent 

that the State has no Position as to Whether or Not Water Captured in the 

Reservoirs After Flood.-Control Releases was put to Beneficial Use. 

Another "no-position" statement by the 30(b)(6) deponent that the Boise Project 

asserts is inconsistent with the State '6 Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment is in effect 

that the State bas no position on whether the water captured in the Boise River Reservoirs 

following flood control releases has been pnt to beneficial use. 30(b)(6) Deposition 

Transcript, p. 18 (reproduced in Boise Project's Motion to Strike at 5). The disagreement 

between the State and the Boise Pi-oject regarding the question of whether or not the 

water contained in the Boise River Reservoirs at the time of maximum physical fill in a 

flood-control year has been put to beneficial use is not a disagreement as to facts. There 

is not a factual dispute that such water has historically been put to beneficial use· rather 

the disagreement i.s i.n regard to whether such use occurred under the "irrigation from 

storage" component of the ex.isti.ng storage rights or whether the same use could be the 

beneficial use that forms the basis of tbe above-captioned claims. The State ·s legal 

theory is that the beneficial use of the water in the Boise River Reservoirs at the time of 

M In its Mo(ion/or Summary J11dgme111, the Slate lists four reasons that.the le.te claims should be 
disallowed, none of which are that the post flood-control release water was stored pursuant to "historic 
practice" as is asserted in the Director's Report. 
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maximum physical fill, in a year in which water was previously released to be in 

compliance with the rule curves ofth.e Water Control Manual, always occurs under the 

existing storage rights even though the "existing storage righ ' water was released from 

the Boise River Reservoirs before it could be used. 25 The Boise Project, on the other 

band, asserts that the ancillary property right under which water is stored goes hand in 

glove with the usufructory property right under which such water is beneficially used. In 

other words, water beneficially used under the existing storage rights can only be water 

that is stored under the existing storage rights; and if water is stored under some 

authorization other than the existing storage rights, then the beneficial use of such water 

may properly be the basis of the above-captioned claims. 

The State' s 30(b)(6) deponent did not opine as to whether the beneficially used 

water was used pursuant to the existing storage rights or otherwise. Again, there is not a 

factual dispute that the water in the Boise River Reservoirs al the time of maximum 

physical fill has been put lo beneficial use; rather there is a legal dispute as to whether 

such use can lead to the creation of a water right under the Constitutional method of 

appropriation. Therefore, irrespective of the answer to this legal issue, the deponent' s 

cautiously circumspect answer is consistent with the legal position taken by the State in 

its Cross-Mo1io11. 

In accordance with the foregoing, and in an ex.ercise of reason and ,vitb.in the 

boundaries of discretion, this Special Master concludes that the alleged inconsistencies 

between the testimony of the State's 30(b)(6) deponent and the State ·s Cross-i'rlotionfor 

Summary Judgment should not be sanctioned as to the costs incurred by the Boise Project 

in responding to the Cross-Motion. Therefore, this Special Master recommends that the 

SRBA District Court enter a final order denying the Boise Project's and Ditch 

Companies'26 motion for sanctions. 

n At oral argument on the State of lddho 's Motion for Protective Order (held July 14, 20 IS), Deputy 
Attorney G1mernl Garrick Baxter stated: "Originally when the Department tried to go through and 
investigace the beneficial use claims, we came lo the conclusion that we were unable 10 see additions.I 
beneficial use beyond what is taking place under what we've referred to as the existing norage water rights 
and so they were disallowed.'' Reporter's Transcript, Motion for Protective Order on Behalf of the State of 
Jdaho, p. 6, II. 1-6. 
16 On Augusl 18. 2015, the Ditch Companies filed ajoindcr in tile Boise Project's Motion to Strike. 
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XI. RECOMMENDATION ON STATE OF IDAHO•S MOTION FOR AW ARD 

OF REASONABLE ATIORNEY FEES PURSUANT TO RULE U(A)(l) 

On August 25, 2015, the State filed a Motion for Award of Reasonable Attorney 

Fees Pursuant to Rule 11 (A)(l) (''Rule 11 Motion") seeking an award of the costs of 

reasonable attorney fees incurred in responding to the Boise Project's August LS, 2015, 

Motion to Strike and Motion for Sanctions. The basis of the State's Rule 11 Motion is the 

assertion that the relief sought in the Boise Project's Motion to Strike is not authorized by 

the Rules under which it was brought -i.e. that the Boise Project failed to make a 

reasonable investigation into the applicable law regarding its Motion to Strike. 

Specifically, the State asserts that the Boise Project, prior to filing its Motion to 

Strike, failed to ascertain: (1) that Rule 11 only authorizes the striking of a filing for 

failure to be signed (and the State 1s Cross-Motion was signed); (2) that under Rule 3 7, 

only ''pleadings" may be stricken (and a motion for summary judgment is not a pleading); 

and (3) that under Idaho law a motion to strike a motion for summery judgment is not 

cognizable Wlder McPheters v. Maile, 138 fdabo 391,396, 64 P Jd 3 17 322 (2003). 

The Boise Project responds that the State is bound by the testimony of its 30(b )(6) 

deponent (citing CUMJS Insurance Society v. Massey, 155 Idaho 942, 947, 318 P .3d 932, 

937 (2014)); that the July 14, 2015 bench order denying the State of Idaho 's Motion for 

Protective Order is the type of order contemplated under 1.R.C.P. 37(b)(2); that the 

State's 30(b)(6) deponent provided evasive answers in violation of that bench order; that 

such violation is sanctionable under I.R.C.P. 37(b)(2)(B) and 37(e); and that such 

sanctions include striking or excluding anything that is at odds with that testimony of the 

30(b)(6) deponent. 

As is ordered in Section VII above, the State of Idaho's Cross-Motion for 

Summary Judgment is dismissed for the reason that the issues raised therein do not need 

to be addressed given the disposition of the Ditch Companies' and Boise Project's 

Motions for Summary Judgment. It would be imprope_r for this Special Master to engage 

in a detailed hypothetical analysis of whether the State of Idaho's Cross-Motion for 
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Summary Judgment and accompanying Fifth Affidavit of Michael C. Orr would or would 

not be subject to being stricken under the different legal analysis provided by the parties. 

That being said, the Boise Project, in its Motion io Strike, is making an allegation that the 

testimony of the State's 30(b)(6) deponent is at odds with the positioa. taken by the State 

in its Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment; that the State is purposefully being 

obfuscatory in its role as Respondent in these subcases, and that such conduct is 

sanctionable under the [daho Rules of Civil Procedure. ln the absence of conducting a 

detailed legal analysis of a moot question (i.e. can the State of Idaho 's Cross-Motion be 

stricken?), the only question is whether the Boise Project met the minimum requirement 

of reasonable inquiry and has a good faith argument of what the Jaw is or should be with 

respect to this question. 

In accordance with the foregoing, and in an exercise of reason and within the 

boundaries of discretion, this Special Master finds based on the tile and record berei~ 

and upon the comments made at oral argument on this matter, that th.e legal theories 

under which the Boise Project filed its Motion to Strike demonstrate the requisite 

"reasonableness" as is required under I.RC.P. l l(a)(l) and that such Motion was made 

in good faith. Therefore, this Special Master recommends that the SRBA District Court 

enter a final order denying th.e State ofldaho's and United Water's27 Motion/or 

Sanctions. 

XIL ORDERS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In accordance with the foregoing, the Motion/or Summary Judgment filed by the 

Ditch Companies and the Boise Project are granted. The Cross-Motion for Summaty 

Judgment filed by the Stateis dismissed. The Motion in limine filed by the Boise 

Project is dismissed. The Motion to Strike filed by the Boise Project is dismissed. 

IT IS RECOMMENDED that the SRBA District Court enter a final order, 

pursuantto I.R.C.P. 54(b), disallowing the above-captioned water right claims. 

21 On September 2, 2015, United Water filed a joinder in the State's Motion/or SancJions. 
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IT IS FURTHER RECOMMENDED that the SRBA District Court enter final 

order denying the Boise Project's motion for sanctions and the State ofldaho's motion 

for sanctions. 

Dated ______ _ 

THEODORE R. BOOTH 
Special Master 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
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I - DISTRICT COURT. SABA 
Fitlh Judicial OiBtrlct 

County of lwln Falls - &ate ot Idaho 

FEB 26 2016 

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICl' OF THE 

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUJ'1fIY OF TWIN FALLS 

InReSRBA 

Case No. 39576 

) Subcase Nos. 63-33732 (Consolidated 
) Subcase no. 63-33737), 63-33733 
) (Consolidated subcase no. 63-33738), 
) and 63-33734 
) 
) ORDER DENYING MOTIONS TO 
) ALTER OR AMEND 
) 

1. ANALYSIS OF GENERAL ALLEGATIONS OF ERROR 

A. There is a Justiciable Controversy. 

In their respective Motions to Alter or Amend Special Master's Recommendation 

the State and Suez Water Idaho Inc.1 assert that the above-captioned claims should be 

disallowed solely on the grounds of mootness because alJ of the motions for summary 

judgment filed by the parties seek disallowance of the claims. While recognizing that the 

motions for summary judgment fil.ed by the Ditch Companies and the Boise Project relied 

on entirely different reasoning as compared to the motions for summary judgment filed 

by the State and Suez, the State nevertheless asserts that those differences are 

meaningless under circumstances where all parties seek the same end result. The State 

1 Suez Idaho Water Inc., FKA United Water Idaho Inc. ("Suez"), filed bolh II Motion to Alter or Amend 
Special Ma3ter 's Recommendation (filed November 20, 2015) and a Notice of Participation In State of 
Idaho's Motion to Aller or Amend(tiled December 14, 2015). In its /lfotice of Partfctpation, Suez states 
that it supports t!Kl State's Motion. Therefore, referema:s herein to assertions made by the State also 
include the same assertion made by Suez althougn not expressly stated. 
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argues that because the parties seek the same end result there is no adversity and hence no 

justiciable controversy. 

While it is true that the parties have all argued for disallovvance of the claims, the 

end result sought by the Boise Project and the Ditch Companies is that the water stored in 

the Boise River Reservoirs after flood control releases is stored pursuant to a property 

(water) right (whether it be under the existing storage rights or, alternatively, under the 

above-captioned claims); whereas the end result sought by the State is that the water 

stored in the Boise River Reservoirs after flood control releases is DQ! stored pursuant to a 

property (water) right. Stated differently, the penultimate result sought by the parties 

(disallowance of the claims) is the same, but the ultimate result is very, very differe.nt 

Accordingly, the State's Motion that the above-captioned claims be recommended 

disallowed on the grounds of mootness or lack of justiciaole controversy is denied. 

B. The Recommendatitm I>oc!l Not E;cced the Authority Set l<~2rth in the 

{J!Jlers o{ Reference. 

The State argues that the Orders of Reference1 issued by the Presiding Judge do 

not provide for the authority to address the ''threshold" issue presented by the Ditch 

Companies' and the Boise Project's motions for summary judgment. The Orders of 

Reference direct this Special Master to "conduct all further proceedings necessary to 

issue a recommendation consistent with the Court's Summary Judgment Order." The 

Summary Judgment Order3 resolved the issue of whether the claims filed by the 

"Irrigation Entities" must be disallo\ved as a matter of law "based upon the Idaho 

Supreme Court's analysis in Uni1ed States v. Pioneer Irr. Dist., 144 Idaho 106, 157 P3d 

600 (2007)." Id. In the Summary Judgment Order, the Presiding Judge stated that "the 

claimants must establish the two essentials for obtaining a water right under the 

constitutional method - di version and application of the water to beneficial use." Id. at 5. 

' The Presiding Judge issued the following Ordery of Reference in these subcases.· Order of 
Con11olidatiot1: Order of Reference, Subcase No. 63·.33732 {Consolidated Subcase No. 63·33737) (Jan. 9, 
201 S) (An'OWTock); Order of Cotuolidation; Order of Reference, Subcll!ie No. 63-33733 (Consolidated 
Subcase No. 63·33738) (Jan. 9, 2015) (Anderson Rrulch); Order ofConsoUdatkm: Order of Refmmce, 
Sub,;ase No. 63-33734 {Jan. 9, 2015) (Lucky Peak). 

1 Order Granting In Part and Denying in Pari Motion for S,m,mary JudgmenJ, Subcase Nos. 0 l-10614 et 
al. (Jan. 9, 20lS). 
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The State argues that this language from the Summary Judgment Order imposes 

a !imitation that precludes inquiry into any matter that falls outside the scope of the 

claimant's hurden to show the aforementioned two essentials. This Special Master 

disagrees that the Summary Judgment Order intended such a limitation. However, 

assuming arguertdo that such limitation was so imposed, the State's argument still fails. 

Under the constitutional method for the appropriation of a water right-wherein the 

claimant must demonstrate diversion of water and its application to beneficial use - the 

water so diverted and beneficially used must be water that is subject to appropriation, i.e. 

water not already appropriated under a prior water right In Sarret v. Hunter, 32 Idaho 

536, 185 P. 1072, 1074 (I 919), the Idaho Supreme Court stated, ''When one diverts water 

hitherto unap-12roJlr1'i.taj and applies it to a beneficial use, his appropriation is complete, 

and he acquires a right to the use of such water .... " Id. (emphasis added). 

In these subcases, the issue raised by the Ditch Companies and the Boise Pro_ject 

goes directly to the question of whether the water stored in the Boise River Reservoirs 

was subject to being appropriated. If the water stored in the Boise River Reservoirs after 

flood control releases is stored pursuant to the existing storage rights, it is not subject to 

being appropriated. 

C. The Recomm,c.mi.fY}Q,n U(ilized the Correct Summary Judgment ~tpndard. 

The State asserts that this Special Master stated an incorrect legal standard 

regarding the role of a court in ascertaining facts and drawing inferences therefrom in an 

action where the court rather than a jury is the fact finder. The State also asserts that this 

Special Master misapplied the correct legal standard. As a starting point, let us first 

consider what is the appropriate legal standard regarding fact.finding in an action where 

there is a motion for summary judgment and no jury. The Ditch Companies cite to the 

following passage from Riw:rside Development Co. v. Ritchie, 103 1daho 515,519,650 

P.2d 657,661 (1982), as a succinct statement of the correct standard: 

This Court has held in the past that even though there are no genuine 
issues of material facts between the parties ••a motion for summary 
judgment must be denied if the evidence Is such that conflicting inferences 
can be drawn therefrom and if reasonable men might reach different 
conclusions." Such a rule is proper where the matter is to be tried to a 
jury, because even though evidentiary facts may be undisputed, those 
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evidentiary facts may yield conflicting inferences as to what the ultimate 
facts of the case are, If such conflicting inferences are possible, then 
summary judgment would deprive the parties of the right to have the jury 
make the decision in the matter. Nevertheless, where the ei•identiary 
facts are not disputed and the trial court rather than a jury will be the 
trier of fact, sitmnmrv judgmelll is ap11roiJ.riflfe, despite rhe p_ossihilitv of 
conflicting inferences becgu.~e tlte court a/cm: wilf be responsible (pr 
resolv~ng tltg, co11flict between. those it1ferem:es, 

Ditch Companies· Response to Motion to Alter or Amend Special ,\.Jaster ·s 

Recommendation at 13 (citations omitted; emphasis added by Ditch Companies). The 

passage quoted above discusses three concepts: (1) evidentiary facts; (2) inferences that 

can be drawn from evidentiary facts; and (3) ultimate facts. The trier of fact is tru;ked 

with finding the ultimate facts of the case, The ultimate facts are derived from the 

evidentiary facts presented to the fact~finder and the inferences that the fact finder draws 

from those evidentiary tacts. With respect to disputed evidentiary facts, it matters not 

whether the fact finder is the court or a jury~ in either case such disputed evidentiruy 

facts must be presented at trial where the fact finder can judge, among other things, the 

credibility of the witnesses, Conversely, if the evidentiary facts are not in dispute, it does 

matter whether the fact fl nder is a court or a jury. If the fact finder is a jury, then 

swnrnruy judgment i9 improper if the nature of the evidence is such that reasonable 

people might reach different conclusions based upon the infert-'tlces they might draw 

therefrom. The reason for this is that it is the province of the jury to draw the inferences 

and reach the conclusions. However, where the court is the fact fu1der and hence is 

responsible for drawing inferences from undisputed evidentiary facts, there is no useful 

purpose for that process to oc,cur in a trial setting and therefore summary judgment is 

proper. 

Based upon the standard set forth in the above~quoted passage from the Idaho 

Supreme Court, the State is correct in its assertion that this Special Master may not make 

findings as to the ultimate facts where the evidentiary facts are in dispute. How'tlver the 

State is incorrect in its assertion that 1his Special Master may not draw inferences from 

undisputed evidentiary facts. 
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D. The Legal aml Fnctual Support far the Simple Premise that the Storage 

Water Put to Beneficial Use is the Same Water Stored Pursuant to the 

E:xisting Stor;ae Rights, 

The State argues that the Recommendation does not cite any legal or factual 

support for the holding in the Recommendation that the water put to beneficial use is the 

same water that is stored pursuant to existing storage rights. State's Motion at 9, n.13. 

With respect to the factual support, see section IL A. below. 

With respect to the legal support for the conclusion reached in the 

Recommendation, such support lies in the fundamental nature of the prior appropriation 

doctrine, which is the legal method for the creation of property rights in water in Idaho. 

The prior appropriation doctrine is not some abstraction that has been randomly adopted 

by the Idaho Legislature. To the contrary, the prior appropriation doctrine is deeply 

rooted in the philosophical concept of private property articulated by John Locke, who 

explained that when an individual combines his or her labor \'I-1th unused land or other 

naturally occurring resources, the result is private ov,rnership. Under the prior 

appropriation doctrine in Idaho, unused water is available to individuals who can apply 

their ideas and labor with the goal of producing something of value from the unused and 

thereby increase their material well-being. John Locke stated: "As much land as a man 

tills, plants, improves, cultivates, and can use the product of, so much is his property. He 

by his labour does, as it were, enclose it from the common.'' John Locke, Iwo Treatises 

ofGovemmentp. 148, § 32 (New Ed., 1824). With respect to the appropriation of water 

under the prior appropriation doctrine, the "enclosure" is the priority date. The creation 

of a property right that results from combining a person's ideas, capital, and labor with a 

previously unused natural resource (e,g. water) is the means by which such combination 

can survive into the future, 

With this concept in mind, it cannot be said that an appropriator of water 

somehow acquired a property right in v,:ater that he or she did not and cannot use (i.e. the 

water that must be released do'Yfn the river before it can be beneficially used); but yet 

cannot acquire a property right in the wate-r that is actually used (i.e. the water ia the 

Boise River Reservoirs at the time of maximum physical fill). The property rights 

embodied in the Partial Decrees for the existing storage rights could not have come into 
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existence without the application of the individual human labor invested by the irrigators 

and other end users into making productive use of the water. And no property rights 

could have been created in water that flows down the river, unused, frgo the water that 

is beneficially used (i.e. the water in the Boise River Reservoirs at the time of maximum 

physical fill) is the water in which the prior-appropriative property rights pertain. To 

argue otherwise contravenes the fundamental nature of how property rights in water are 

created and reduces the prior appropriation doctrine to an ungrounded abstraction. 

E. The Factual and Legal Questions Concerning Whether the Clajmants arc 

C.mable of CarQ;in!l Their Burden of Proof Need not be Answered. 

The State argues that the claimants of the above-captioned water rights (the 

Bureau and the Boise Project) are incapable of proving actual beneficial use of water to 

support the claims because it is undisputed that the amount of stored water subsequently 

applied to beneficial uses did not exceed the annual quantity of the existing storage 

rights, State's Motion at 16-17. Therefore, the State argues, the above-captioned water 

rights should be recommended disallowed on this basis and the "threshold" issue posited 

by the Ditch Companies and the Boise Project need not be answered. The State made 

this same argument in its Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment. See State of Idaho's 

Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion/or Summary Judgment (filed August 4, 2015) 

at 49. In the Recommendation this Special Master detennined this issue to be moot and 

therefore did not address it. The State raises the issue again in its Motion to Alter or 

Amend but does not explain why the previous detennination ofmootness is incorrect. 

This issue raised by the State involves a determination of Jaw regarding the 

correctness of the State's legal theory that underlies this issue. The State's theory in this 

regard is that the actual beneficial use of the water stored in the Boise River Reservoirs 

can only occur under the authority of the existing storage rights irrespective of whether 

the legal authority to store the water is "historic practice." In other words, the State 

asserts that the above-captioned claims would have to be proven by showing the 

beneficial use of water above and beyond the use that annually occurs within the place of 

use for the existing storage rights. Given the holding in the Recommendation, which is 

not altered or amended herein, there is no reason to answer this question. 
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F. The Rtcommendatiea, (Jors n2t and Should not Determine Whether the 

Water Stored in the Boise Rine Reservoirs at the Time of Maximum 

Physical Fm was Stored "In Prio:ritv." 

In its Motion 10 Alter or Amend, Suez asserts that the Recommendation 

improperly detem1ined that the existing storage rights "remain in priority until the time 

the Boise River's federal on-stream reservoirs reach their maximum physical contents 

each year regardless of whether water ls release<l, vacated, or bypasse.d for flood control 

purposes." United Water's Motton to Alter or Amend the Special Afasrer 's 

Reeommendation (file.d November 27, 2015) at 2. Suez further asserts that the 

Recommendation states that the water in the Boise River Reservoirs at the time of 

maximum physical fill is ''stored under the existing storage rights" without expressly 

stating whether such storage occurs "in priority" meaning ''to the potential detriment of 

junior ;,vater users." Id. at n. 2. 

With respect to Suez's assertion that the existing storage rights remain in priority 

for the entire storage season (i.e. November I through the time of maximum physical 

fill), it should be noted that this assertion is inconsistent4 with the following statement in 

the Recommendation: "United Water and the State are correct in their assertion that the 

quantity element of the existing storage right[s] cannot be exceeded for water that is 

stored pursuant to such rights." Recommendation at 12-13, 

With respect to Suez's complaint that the Recommendation does not specify 

whether the storage of the water contained in the Boise River Reservoirs at the time of 

maximum physical fill occurs in priority and therefore to the ''potential detriment of 

junior v,rater users," it is beyond the scope of these proceedings for this Special Master to 

opine regarding possible resuJts of competition for scarce water between junior water 

users and the existing storage rights. That being said, for purposes of providing a 

sufficient explanation in response to Suez's complaint that the Recommendati<Jn 

provides no guidance on when the existing storage rights are "in priority," this Special 

Master makes the follovving observations. Priority is the means to allocate scarcity - i.e. 

it comes into play when the demand on a particular water resource exceeds the supply. 

4 Assuming a year in which flood control operations occur. 
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As noted by Hydrologist Cresto in her Affidavit, "(t]he problem during the flood control 

period ... is managing excess flows." A.ffidavit ofE/izabeth Anne Cresto~ 27. With 

respect to the Boise River Reservoirs, the accounting system used by IDWR since 1986 

often utilizes the concept of priority not to allocate scarcity but rather to dictate to the 

Bureau and the water users ,vhat water lDWR considers to be stored under the existing 

storage rights (i.e. legally and physically available water beginning November 1) and 

what water is not stored under the existing storage rights (Le. the vtater in the Boise River 

Re.servoirs, in a flood control year, at the time of ma.ximu.,u physical fill). 

In the absence of actual competition between junior and senior water rights under 

conditions of scarcity, a detennination of "in priority" or •·out of priority" is purely 

hypothetical or fictional. Accordingly, it would be improper for this Special Master to 

opine as to whether the storage of the water that is contained in the Boise River 

Reservoirs at the time of maximum physical fill 1,i;as hypothetically "in priority" or "out 

of priority." Presumably, any water that is stored under authority of a senior water right 

to the~ as opposed to "potential" detriment of a junior water user would necessarily 

have to count towards the satisfaction of the senior water right Also, presumably, such 

stored water would count toward the senior's right irrespective of,\'hether the senior was 

able to store such water until the time it could be beneficially used; and the risk of such 

water having to be prematurely released would fall on the senior. But the above

captioned subcases do not present any issues that would require satisfying Suez's 

complaint by mentioning one way or the other as to whether the storage of such water 

occurs under a hypothetical priority. 

JI. A.~AL YSIS 01<' SPECIFIC ALLEGATIONS OF ERROR 

A. Exis!i!!R Storage Rights were Historically Considered to be Satisfied at 

Time o[l)fa:tjmum Physkal Fm. 
We now tum to the specific instances where the State asserts that this Special 

Master improperly determined u1timate facts based upon disputed evidentiary mets. The 

first instance argued by the State is with respect to the point in time at which the existing 

storage rights were historically considered to be satisfied. This Special Master stated the 
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ultimate fact thusly: "The record in these subcases clearly dernonstxates the undisputed 

fact that the existing storage rights were historically considered satisfied at the point in 

time that the reservoirs reached maximum physical fill .... " Recommendatio,i at 21. 

This ultimate fact was restated on page 26 of the Recommendation: "The undisputed 

facts in the record indicate that the water stored in the Boise River Reservoirs at the time 

of maximum physical fill has historically been considered by the Bureau, the Idaho 

Department of Water Resources, the watermasters, and the water users as having been 

stored pursuant to the existtng storage rights." Id. at 26. 

The State asserts that the evidentiary facts underlying this conclusion are 

disputed. Specifically, the State asserts that: "[S]ince 1986, the 'maximum physical fill' 

of the reservoirs has never been the measure of the satisfaction [ of] the existing reservoir 

·water rights .... " State 's Motion at f 2, citing Creslo Alf. ,, 12-13, 19, 22 & Ex. C at 9-

11; Second Sutter Alf. ,, 4-6. Before examining the evidentiary facts and inferences that 

underlie this conclusion it is important to note that the Bureau, the Ditch Companies, and 

the Boise Project not only have historically viewed the reservoir rights to be satisfied at 

the time of maximum physical fill, they also presently have this view. Therefore, the 

only question is whether the State of ldaho through the Idaho Department of Water 

Resources h.as historically held tbis view. 

The error alleged by the State is in regard to the historical view of the Idaho 

Depanment of Water Resources ("IDWR") "since 1986." However the relevant 

historical time period regarding the above-captioned claims is prior to 1971, not after 

1986, In her Affidavit, Hydrologist Cresto states: "Prior to implementation of water 

rights accounting [in 1986] ... [a]ccruals to reservoir water rights were not determined 

on a daily basis but rather on the date of maximum total reservoir fill." Affidavit of 

lflizabeth Anne Cresto (filed July 21, 2015) (footnote omitted). The inference to be 

draWT, from this statement is that the time period of "prior to implementation of water 

rights accounting [in 1986]" inc1udes the time period of prior to I 971. There are no 

evidentiary facts in the record that call into question whether or not during the time 

period that relates to the above~aptioned claims (1965 for the Bureau's claims) that 

anybody, including IDWR, viewed the existing storage rights as being satisfied by water 

that was released from the reservoirs for flood control purposes. While IDWR has 
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adopted a contrary view sometime after 1986, it would be a factually unBupported fiction 

to retrospectively assign the current view ofIDWR to the time period prior to 1971. 

The State points to evidentiary facts in Hydrologist Cresto' s Affidavit and the 

Second Affidavit of Robert J. Sutter Sutter to show that prior to 1986, "there was no 

priority-based acc-0unting or water rights administration during the 'storage season,• 

which ended on or near the date of 'maximum physical fill."' State's Motion at 12, citing 

Cresto Alf.,; 17-18, 28 & Ex.Cat 12; Second Sutter Aff ,r 7, Apparently, the State is 

urging that an inference be dmwn from this undisputed evidentiary fact to the effect that 

IDWR did not hold the view (prior to 1971) that the existing storage rights were satisfied 

by the water actually in the reservoirs at the time of ma.x;imum physical fill. 

For the following reasons this Special Master can draw no such inference. First, it 

is not at all clear what the State deems to be significant about the lack of''priority-based 

accounting" during the storage season, By way of explanation, let us assume the 

following hypothetical focts: I) a year in which water is released from a reservoir for 

flood control purposes during the storage season; 2) the amount of"legally and 

physically available'' water calculated for the reservoir has equaled the quantity of the 

water right; 3) the reservoir is not physically full; 4) all other water rights on the system 

are being "satisfied" either because they are receiving water or because they are not 

demanding water; and 5) water entering the reservoir continues to be captured, albeit 

"out of priority'' as the State uses that term. Under these circumstances, the State insists 

that the reservoir can legally continue to fill so long as all other junior water rights are 

getting (or don't want) water. In other words, the State asserts that the existing reservoir 

rights can continue to fill during times when there is no scarcity. Priority is the system 

for allocating scarcity. So to say that there is "no priority-based ac~.mmting or water 

rights administration" during a time of the year when there is no scarcity is nonsensical. 5 

' The peculiarity of applying priority based accounting and/or administration during a time of plenty is 
exemplified in the Affidav/1 of Hydrologist Cresto, wherein she states; ''The problem during the tlood 
control period . , . is managing m~. Water right priority determines distributions during~ 
~ and was not recogniied or enforced during the tlood control period in yvars before 1986." /d, 11t1 
27 {emphasi, added). This begs the question: If priority determines distribution during times of shortage 
(which it does), then what is the manifestation of priority during the flood control period, which is by 
definition not II time ofshortage7 
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Whatever the State thinks is the significance of there not having been "priority

based accounting and administration" during times ofnon-scarcity, this Special Master 

declines to arrive at the inference that IDWR historically viewed (meaning pre-1986) the 

existing storage rights to be satisfied by water that was released to make room for 

anticipated flood waters. 

The second reason why this Special Master cannot draw such an inference 

regarding the historical perspective of IDWR is derived from the State's argument that 

after 1986, things changed. If the "priority-based accounting and administration" 

(implemented in 1986) is the basis for "paper-fill" to have become the measure of the 

satisfaction of the existing storage rights, then it stands to reason that prior to 1986, 

"paper-fill" was not the measure of the satisfaction of the existing storage rights. Either 

the nature of the existing storage rights changed in 1986 or it didn't. All the parties, 

including the State, agree that the method of accounting does not define the nature of the 

exiting storage rights. In his Affidavit, Engineer Sutter states: 

Storage Water Right Accounting During Flood Control Operations. A 
computerized system was developed and adapted in 1986 by myself and 
the IDWR Hydrology Section Manager Alan Robertson, with the 
assistance of other IDWR staff, to account for the distribution of water to 
Boise River water rights and to reservoir storage spaceholders. The 
accounting system did not alter the above-described principles or the 
accrual of water to storage pursuant to the reservoir operating plan of the 
Water Control Manual. 

Affidavit of Robert J. Sutter (filed July 2, 2015) 1 6 ( emphasis added). The crux 

of the "threshold" question is whether the water that is claimed by the Bureau to 

have been appropriated in 1965 was already appropriated under the existing 

storage rights. The historical view of IDWR is relevant to this inquiry. The State 

would have us believe that even before 1986 IDWR considered the existing 

storage rights to be satisfied by water that was released for flood control 

purposed, just that nobody was counting. In other words, the State seeks to 

retrospectively project its current view (i.e. post-1986 view) to 1965, even though 

it agrees that the method of accounting used by IDWR does not define the 

existing storage rights and even though the evidence in the record from Engineer 

Sutter is that "[t]he [1986] accounting system did not alter the above-described 
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principles or the accrual of water to storage pursuant to the reservoir operating 

plan of the Water Control Manual." 

As previously stated, either the nature of the existing storage rights changed in or 

after 1986 from being satisfied at the time of maximum physical fill to being satisfied 

upon the accrual of all "legally and physically available" water, or the rights did not 

change. If there was no change, such non-change cannot be explained by retrospectively 

applying the current view of IDWR to 1965; and it is beyond the scope of these 

proceedings to determine if IDWR's 1965 view is applicable to the present. 

In accordance with the foregoing, this Special Master declines to alter the factual 

finding that JDWR historically (meaning at times relevant to the above-captioned claims, 

i.e. prior to 1971) viewed the existing storage rights to be satisfied at the time of 

maximum physical fill. 

B. It is Not Material Whether there was a Daily Accounting of Water 

Distributions for the Existing Storage Riehts Prior to 1986. 

The State argues that this Special Master improperly resolved a disputed issue of 

material fact by finding that whether or not there was a daily accounting of water 

distributions for the existing storage rights prior to 1986 is not material to the resolution 

of the issues presented on summary judgment. State's Motion at 13. By way of 

background, the record in these subcases contains two conflicting descriptions of the 

daily accounting of the existing storage rights prior to 1986. In Exhibit C to her Affidavit, 

Hydrologist Cresto states (with regard to pre-1986 accounting): "Accruals to reservoir 

water rights were not determined daily .... " Affidavit of Elizabeth Anne Cresto, Ex. C, 

p. 12 (emphasis added). However, in his Affidavit, Watermaster Sisco, in describing how 

he was trained by his predecessor Henry Koelling, states: "If outflows [of Lucky Peak] 

exceeded inflows, decreasing reservoir contents, Mr. Koelling reduced the daily 

allocation of natural flow to the reservoir storage rights accordingly." Affidavit of Lee 

Sisco (filed August 25, 2015) ~ 5 (emphasis added). This Special Master did not make a 

factual finding as to whether or not there was any daily accounting (before 1986) of the 

existing storage rights during the storage season, but rather simply pointed out, in a 
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footnote, that there appears to be a factual discrepancy in this regard and stated that such 

factual discrepancy is not material to the issues presented on summary judgment. 

If the State is arguing that the fact of whether or not there was a daily accounting 

during the storage season prior to 1986 ~ material, it has provided no analysis as to why 

this would be the case. Accordingly, this Special Master declines to alter the conclusion 

that no factual findings need be made in this regard for the reason that the answer to the 

factual question would not change the outcome on summary judgment and is therefore 

not material. 

C. The Statement in the Recommendatlon to the Effect that the Priority 

Element of a Water Right that has Both a Storage and Use Component has 

Significance Only with Respect to the Accumulation of Storage and Not Use 

is Not a F1ctual Findin&, 

The State argues that this Special Master improperly resolved disputed material 

fact in the following passage from the Recommendation; 

Toe priority date for the previously decreed water rights has significance 
only with respect to the right to capture and store water in the Boise River 
Reservoirs to be subsequently used for the intended beneficial uses. Once 
such water has been captured and stored pursuant to a valid water right, 
there is no competing demand by junior water rights with respect to the 
"irrigation (and other uses) from storage" component of the right. Water 
stored in a reservoir pursuant to a valid water right is not available for use 
by other water rights, senior or junior, and hence it is not the priority date 
that protects the right to use such water; rather the priority date protects 
the right to capture and s~ such water. The priority date of a storage 
right protects the right to accumulate and store the water in the first place. 

Recommendation at 7-8. As a preliminary matter it should be noted that the above

quoted passage is set forth in the introductory section of the Recommendation in a 

subsection that describes the summary judgment motions filed by the Ditch Companies 

and the Boise Project. The above-quoted passage does not impennissibly resolve a 

disputed issue of material fact. Rather it does not make any factual findings whatsoever. 

ln the passage, this Special Master was simply making a comparison between the two 

components of a water right which allows for both the accumulation and storage of water 

and for the subsequent beneficial use of such water. The accumulation of flows into 
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storage necessarily must occur within the context of the tabulation of priorities relative to 

other hydraulically connected water rights. However, once the water is stored, such 

stored water is not subject to being used by others users under other water rights, and 

hence the priority element of the water right has no bearing on the use of the water 

previously stored. Perhaps this is stating the obvious, but it is in no way a determination 

of fact, disputed or otherwise. 

In accordance with the foregoing, this Special Master declines to alter the above

quoted statement from the Recommendation. 

D. Without a Protcctable Priority-Based Propcm Right, the Bureau and the 

Water Users are Left with Little to no Means to Ensure the Continued 

Storage and Use, 

The next passage from the Recommendation that the State says impermissibly 

resolved disputed issues of material fact is a follows: 

The State's legal theory essentially makes the priority date meaningless in 
a flood control year. It is apparently not much comfort to the Bureau and 
the water users for the State to point out that the "excess flows" (according 
to the State's theory) have historically been made available to fulfill the 
"irrigation (and other uses) from storage" component of the existing 
storage rights. The point is, without the ability to capture water in the 
Boise River Reservoirs, under a protectable priority-based property right, 
and store such captured water until such time as the same may be used. the 
Bureau and the water users are left with little to no means to ensure that 
the water historically used for beneficial purposes can continue to be used 
into the future. 

Id. at 8 (emphasis in original). Again, it should be noted that the above-quoted passage is 

set forth in the introductory section of the Recommendation in a subsection describing 

the summary judgment motions filed by the Ditch Companies and the Boise Project. 

There are no factual findings set forth in the above-quoted passage. The State cites to 

large portions of the record to show that the Bureau and the water users do have the 

means to ensure that the water that has been historically used for beneficial purposes can 

continue into the future in the absence of a property right for the capture and storage of 

water after flood control releases have occurred. However the State does not explain 

what exactly is the means to be used by the Bureau and the water users. This Special 
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Master has re-reviewed the sections of the record cited by the State and has not 

discovered any such means. 

In accordance with the foregoing, this Special Master declines to alter the above

quoted statement from the Recommendation. 

E. Water Released for Purposes of Maintaining Vacant Reservoir Snace for 

Flood Control Cannot Be Beneficiollv Used Under the Existing Storage 

Rights, 

The State asserts that the Recommendation improperly detennined that "flood 

control releases of water stored under the priorities of the decreed reservoir water rights 

cannot be put to beneficial use for irrigation or any other beneficial use." State's Motion 

at 14. The Recommendation does not say this. It does, however, say that water released 

from Lucky Peak for the purpose of maintaining vacant flood control space "cannot be 

used under the 'irrigation from storage' components of the existing storage rights." Id. at 

9. The State has mischaracterized this statement from the Recommendation in two 

regards. First, the Recommendation does not state that the water released for flood 

control purposes was "stored under the priorities of the decreed reservoir water rights." 

Second, the Recommendation does not state that such water is forever foreclosed from 

being beneficially used as it makes its way down the river, but rather that such water 

cannot be used under the "irrigation from storage" component of the existing storage 

rights. 

To refute the Recommendation, State points to Exhibit C of the Affidavit of 

Elizabeth Anne Cresto at 11-12, and Exhibit E of the Aj]idavir of Robert J Sutter, at 

section 7-26. Exhibit E of the Affidavit of Robert J Sutter is the Water Control Manual 

for Boise River Reservoirs, which states: 

f. Distribµtions of Irrigat.ion Water. Water rights for direct diversion of 
flow for irrigation are potentially valid only during the l April through 31 
October irrigation season. The Boise River watermaster makes a daily 
calculation of natural (unregulated) flow at one or more locations near 
these points of diversion to sufficiently estimate the available natural flow 
supply. The Watermaster then credits the natural flow to appropriate users 
based on a list of water rights in force provided by the State of Idaho, 
Department of Water Resources. When the rate of diversion of a user is 
greater than the credited natural flow, the remainder is charged by the 
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Watennaster to the user's stored water supply, or lacking storage, the rate 
of diversion must be reduced. 

In many years flood control regulation extends several weeks into the 
irrigation season. When Lucky Peak flood control releases are equal to or 
greater than the demand for irrigation water (all users are receiving an 
adequate supply), the entire release is considered surplus to the Boise 
River and the above computation of natural flow diversion by user is not 
necessary. During this period, no charges are made against stored water 
supplies. 

Id. Simply stated, in some years when flood control releases are being made after the 

start of the irrigation season, the water so released may be used under the natural flow 

water rights. This is not inconsistent with the above-statement from the 

Recommendation which states that such flood-control released water is not used under 

the "irrigation from storage" component of the existing storage rights. 

The Recommendation also states that "[in] years that the amount of water 

produced in the Boise River drainage upstream from the Boise River Reservoirs exceeds 

the volume of water that may be stored under the existing storage rights, such excess 

water must necessarily be released downstream during the non~irrigation season with no 

beneficial use being made thereof." Id. at 27. This statement is true for the majority of 

water that is released for flood-control purposes; with the exception being that in some 

years there is some overlap between the time of year when such flood control releases are 

being made and the irrigation season. This Special Master recognizes that there is such 

an exception. The State has not made clear however, what bearing this exception has on 

the "threshold" question of whether the water right claims represented by the above

captioned water right numbers are for unappropriated water or whether such water was 

already appropriated under the existing storage rights. 

In accordance with the foregoing, this Special Master declines to alter or amend 

the Recommendation in this regard. 

F. There is no Dispute Regarding Whether the Boise River Dams Divert 

Water Out of River Channels. 

The State argues that this Special Master erred by resolving the disputed issue of 

material fact about whether the dams on the Boise River do, or do not, divert water out of 
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the natural river channel. The problem with the State's argument is that there is no such 

disputed issue of material fact. The statement in the Recommendation that the State 

takes issue with follows a quotation from the Affidavit of Robert J Sutter (filed July 2, 

2015) at~ 19. In his Affidavit, Engineer Sutter explains the difference between a direct 

diversion (i.e. a canal or other riverbank-side diversion) as compared to the dwns for the 

Boise River Reservoirs. Engineer Sutter states that it can be assumed that all of the water 

diverted by a direct diversion is diverted for beneficial use, but this assumption does not 

apply to the Boise River Reservoir dams because, among other things, the diversion 

works do not limit the flow of water to the volume of water that may be stored for 

beneficial use. This Special Master was simply elaborating on what engineer Sutter said 

by pointing out that in the case of a darn and reservoir that is located in the river channel, 

ID.I of the water that comes down the river channel must necessarily pass through the 

reservoir and dam, and therefore such water consists of water that is authorized to be 

stored pursuant to the existing storage rights and water that is not authorized to be stored 

under the existing storage rights (under conditions where the amount of water exceeds the 

quantity storable under the existing storage rights). Yes, there is a diversion structure 

(the dam) and yes water is diverted for purposes of Idaho water law. But because the 

diversion structure is not designed to take some water out of the channel and leave some 

water in the channel, all of the water that comes down the channel must pass through the 

diversion. All of the water that leaves the reservoir does so via the natural river chwmel 

(with the exception of seepage and evaporation). Hence, while the dams divert the water, 

the water does not leave the confines of the natural channel. There are no disputed facts 

in this regard, and again the State has failed to demonstrate bow the error it alleges has a 

bearing on the threshold question of whether the water right claims represented by the 

above-captioned water right numbers are for unappropriated water or whether such water 

was already appropriated under the existing storage rights. 

In accordance with the foregoing, this Special Master declines to alter or amend 

the Recommendation in this regard. 
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G. There irf not fl Disputed Factual Question Regardiqg_ Whether Water bas 

Hbtorjc~dly Bgen Stored in the Boise River Rcscryoirs Following Flood

Control Releases. 

The State alleges that this Special Master improperly resolved a disputed factual 

question by stating that the Director's Report for the above~captioned subcases is 

premised upon "historic practice'' being the legal basis for the storage of the water after 

flood control releases. which implicitly means that the Director has determined that such 

·water has not hi.'ltorically been stored under the authority of t1e existing storage rights. 

State's Motion at 14, There is not a factual dispute that ·water has historically been 

captured and stored in the Boise River Reservoirs following flood control releases. The 

dispute between the parties is in regard to the legal basis for the storage of such water. 

This Special Master did not resolve a disputed question of fact regarding the historic 

practice of capturing water in the Boise River Reservoirs following flood control 

releases. 

In accordance with the foregoing, ihis Special Master declines to alter or amend 

the Recommendation in this regard. 

H. ID\\1R ll@s Not Always Viewed the Storage of Water FoUowim::, Flood~ 

Control Releases as Occurring 1.tndcr the Legal Authoritv 2r "Histork 

PracticSl." 

The State asserts that this Special Master improperly resolved a disputed question 

of material fact by stating in a footnote that "[t]he current view of the IDWR and the 

Stme appears to be a more recent development." State's },lotion at 14, citing 

Recommendation at 21 n. 12. !nits Afotion, the State asserts that "since 1986, the 

'maximum physical fill' of the reservoirs has never been the measure of the satisfaction 

(of] the existing reservoir water rights, ... " State's J,fotion at 12. This Special Master 

has made the factual finding tlmt during the time period relevant to the above-captioned 

water right claims (i.e. prior to the change in law in 1971 }. IDWR had the view that the 

water physically contained in the Boise River Reservoirs at the time of maximwn 

physical fill was the water that satisfied the existing storage rights. The current view of 

IDWR, which is set forth in the Director's Report, is that some or all of the water in the 
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Boise River Reservoirs at the time of maximum physical fill (in an amount equal to the 

"unaccounted for storage" account) is not stored pursuant to the existing storage rights, 

but rather it is stored under the legal authority of"historic practice." The State asserts 

that this change took place in 1986. There are evidentiary facts in the record to support 

this view. See Cresto Ajf. 4111 12, 13, 19, & 22. However, there are also evidentiary facts 

in the record that demonstrate this change dld not take place in 1986. See Sutter Aif. 4f114, 
5, 6, 13, 14, 20, and 21. Suffice it to say that the change took place sometime between 

1986 and the present. The footnote complained of by the State was simply meant to 

acknowledge this discrepancy in the evidentiary facts, not resolve it. What is important 

to understand is that it does not matter whether the change took place in 1986 or 1996 or 

2006; rather what is important is that prior to 1971 IDWR considered the existing storage 

rights to be satisfied by the water in the Boise River Reservoirs at the time of maximum 

physical fill. Any factual dispute regarding what took place after l 986 does not need to 

be resolved because it is immaterial to what took place before 1971. 

I. It Is Not Material Whether the ,J!ost-1986 Accounting Procedures Were or 

Were Not Operated tn Accordance with the Premise that Water Physically 

Stoud in the Reservoirs on the DategfMaximum Physical Fill ls Water that 

was Stored Under the E:dsting Storage Rights 
The State asserts that this Special Master improperly resolved disputed issues of 

fact by finding that the post-1986 accounting procedures are/were operated in accordance 

with the premise that the physical storage of water in the Boise River Reservoirs at the 

time of maximwn physical fill is authorized by the existing storage rights. Nearly 30 

years have come and gone since IDWR implemented the l 986 accounting system. The 

evidence in the record relative to the time period immediately following the transition in 

l 986 indicates that at that time the newly implemented accounting system was not 

intended to change the historical concept that the water stored in the Boise River 

Reservoirs at the time of maximum physical fill was stored pursuant to the existing 

storage rights. See Affidavit of Robert J. Sutter (filed July 2, 2015) 111! 4, 5, 6, 13, 14, 20, 

& 21. However, this is not the present-day view of IDWR. See Affidavit of Elizabeth 

Anne Cresto (filed July 21, 2015) ,r,r 12, 13, 19, & 22. The record in these subcases does 
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not pinpoint the exact time at which IDWR's historical view morphed into its current 

view. As explained by Engineer Sutter in his deposition testimony in subcase 63-3618, 

several changes have been made to the accounting system over the years. Deposition of 

Robert J. Sutter, Volume Ii, pp 188-191, attached as Ex. 19A to the Fifth Affidavit of 

}.,Jichael C, Orr (filed July 31, 2015). 

This Special Master makes no factual findings regarding the exact nature of the 

transformation of the vieM' of IDWR from its historical view that the water in the Boise 

River Reservoirs at the time of maximum physical fill was stored pur5Uant to the existing 

storage rights, to the present view that the water in the Reservoirs at the time of 

maximum physical fill in a year in which flood control releases ,vere made is stored 

pursuant to historic practice. The statements complained of in the Recf!mmelUiation 

were not intended to be findings of fact but rather an explanation that such a change has 

occurred, No specific factual findings need be made regarding any post-1986 

transformation because it is not material to the resolution of the threshold issue on 

summary judgment What is relevant and the factual finding that has been made is that 

prior to 1971, the view of IDWR W1lS that the existing storage rights authorized the 

storage of the water in the Boise River Reservoirs at the time ofma.ximum physical fill. 

In acc.ordance with the foregoing, this Special Master declines to alter or amend 

the Recommendation in this regard. 

J. The J/£cQmltf~1Jdilf1ol1 Does Not Misinterpret or Misdescribe, the Terms 

"Pbyskallv and Legally Avaitnble," 

The State complains that the Recommendation improperly resolved disputed 

issues of material fact by misinterpreting and incorreutly describing the terms "physically 

and legaily available." In the Recommendation this Special Master des<:ribed the term 

"physically available" to mean "water that actually enters a particular reservoir, or ,vater 

that ·would enter such reservoir but for being retained in an upstream reservoir." 

Recommendalion at 4. This statement cites to the Affidavit of Elizabeth Anne Cresto 

(filed July 21, 2015) at 114. Therein Hydrologist Cresto states: ''[T]he flows that the 

water right accounting program counts or 'accrues' towards the satisfaction or 'paper fill' 

of a reservoir water right is the quantity of natural flow determined to be physically 
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available for storage at the decreed point of diversion (the dam) under the priority of the 

reservoir's water right, or that would have been available but for being retained in an 

upstream reservoir." As to the term "legally available" this Special Master stated: 

"Legally available ... means physically available water minus water that must be passed 

through the reservoir to satisfy a downstream senior water right and minus storage 

released from an upstream reservoir." Recommendation at 4. This statement again cites 

to the Affidavit of Elizabeth Anne Cresto, wherein Hydrologist Cresto states: "The 

amount of natural flow determined to be physically and legally available for storage 

under this approach cannot be determined by simply measuring a reservoir's inflows, 

because inflows can also include natural flow subject to senior downstream water rights, 

and/or storage released from an upstream reservoir(s)." Affidavit of Elizabeth Anne 

Cresto (filed July 21, 2015) at 115. 

While this Special Master's descriptions of the terms "physically and legally 

available" do not use the exact same sequence of words as is used by Hydrologist Cresto, 

the State does not explain the exact nature of the misinterpretation or inaccurate 

description. Assuming arguendo that the Recommendation does misinterpret and 

inaccurately describe the concepts of "physically and legally available," the descriptions 

of these tenns in the Recommendation was simply meant to familiarize the reader with 

the concepts and in no way can such descriptions be construed as resolving genuine 

issues of disputed material fact. Whatever these tenns mean they became applicable in 

conjunction with the 1986 accounting system and hence are not relevant to the question 

of whether the water that is the subject of the above-captioned claims was unappropriated 

water prior to 1971. 

In accordance with the foregoing, this Special Master declines to alter or amend 

the Recommendation in this regard. 
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K. The Dcscriptjons in the Reco111menda1io11 of the 1986 Water Right 

Accounting Program are Not Factual Findings Regarding Disputed Issues of 

Material Fgct. 

The State argues that this Special Master improperly resolved disputed issues of 

material fact by describing the 1986 accounting system. The State does not explain what 

it perceives to be the error in the descriptions contained in the recommendation, nor does 

it explain the nature of the asserted dispute regarding the operation of the 1986 

accounting system. Whatever the perceived error it is immaterial. The purpose of 

describing the 1986 accounting system in the Recommendation was to explain the basis 

of the State's argument that the existing storage rights authorize the storage of all water 

that is deemed to be legally and physically available until the accumulation of such water 

equals the quantity of the existing storage rights irrespective of whether such water must 

be released to maintain vacant reservoir space, and thereafter any water that is 

subsequently stored and accounted under the "unaccounted for storage" account is excess 

water to which no water right may attach. This Special Master is not aware of any 

material factual disputes about the way IDWR has operated its accounting system since 

1986. If there were such a tactual dispute it would not be relevant to the question of 

whether the water stored in the Boise River Reservoirs at the time of maximum physical 

fill prior to 1971 was or was not stored pursuant to the existing storage rights and hence 

whether it was subject to appropriation under the above-captioned constitutional water 

right claims. 

In accordance with the foregoing, this Special Master declines to alter or amend 

the Recommendation in this regard. 

L. The Dgcription in the Recomme111/ation Regardigg the 1986 Accounting 

System's Allocation of Water First to the "EJisting Storage Right" Account 

and thereafter to the "Unaccounred for Storage" Aecount, end the Reoson 

Therefor, is Not a Factual Finding Regarding II Disputed Issue of Material 

Fact, 

The State argues that this Special Master improperly resolved a disputed issue of 

material fact by stating the following: 
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Because reservoir inflows are measured/calculated and attributed to one of 
these accounts [existing storage right account or unaccounted for storage] 
on a daily basis, such inflows necessarily have to be first attributed to the 
accounts for the existing storage rights. This is because the respective 
existing storage right accmmts are limited by the annual volume of the 
water rights, whereas the "unaccounted for storage" account is unlimited. 
If water were attributed to the "unaccounted for storage" account first, 
there is nothing that would trip the accounting system to begin filling the 
existing storage right account. 

Recommendat/011 al 14. The above-statement is not a resolution of a disputed 

issue of material fact; rather it is an a priori observation that is self-evident based on a 

thing [in this case water] being attributed to two different accounts, one of which is 

limited and the other is unlimited. The filling of the limited account is what triggers the 

accounting system to begin filling the unlimited account. lf the thing were first attributed 

to the unlimited account then nothing would ever be attributed to the limited account. 

In accordance with the foregoing, this Special Master declines to alter or amend 

the Recommendation in this regard. 

M. Natural Flow that is Physically Stored in the Rescrv,oirs after Paper Fill 

Is Attributed to the "Unaccounted For Storage" Account, 

The State asserts that this Special Master improperly resolved a disputed issue of 

material fact by stating that after paper fill, the "legally and physically available" inflows 

that are stored in the Boise ru ver Reservoirs are attributed to the "unaccounted for 

storage" account in the 1986 accounting system. This Special Master recognizes that 

calculation of "physically" available water may be different for water attributed to the 

accounts for the existing storage rights as compared to the calculation of water 

"physically" stored after paper fill. This Special Master also recognizes that the legal 

authority, as contemplated by IDWR, for the storage of paper fill water is different than 

the legal authority asserted for post-paper fill water (i.e. legally authorized storage under 

the existing storage rights as opposed to legally authorized storage under IDWR's 

"historic practice" theory). Nevertheless, for purposes of resolving the issue presented by 

the Ditch Companies and the Boise Project on summary judgment, this distinction is not 

material. Therefore, while the description of exactly what water gets attributed to the 
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"unaccounted for storage" account may not have been as carefully crafted as might have 

been; the distinctions are without a difference. 

In accordance with the foregoing, this Special Master declines to alter or amend 

the Recommendation in this regard, 

~- Th~ II_ecommendation Did Not State thJtt the Water District 63 Wat(!r 

Rights Accounting Program AIJosates i•stored Water" to the Accounts.for 

ihe Existini,t ,Reservoir Water Rights. 

The State argues that this Special Master improperly resolved a disputed issue of 

material fact by "detennin[ing] that the Water District 63 water rights accounting 

program distributes or allocates 'stored water' to the acc-0unts for the existing re.servoir 

water rights.'' State 's i\1otion at l 5. The State derives this allegation of error from a 

footnote on page 16 of the Recommendation that alerts the reader that the word 

"allocate" as used by Engineer Sutter describes two separate accounting procedures - one 

for the allocation of water under the water rights accom1ting program, and the other for 

the allocation stored \\'titer to the spaceholders. Recommendation at 16, n. 10, Not only 

Js there no factual dispute about this and certainly no resolution of a factual dispute, but 

the footnote does not even say what the State asserts, With regard to the two different 

connotations for the word "allocate" the footnote states in part: "One is the 'allocation' 

of inflows and/or stored \\iater to the respective water accounts (Le. 'existing storage 

right' or 'unaccounted for storage' ... ,'' Id. Calculated infl01NS are allocated to the 

existing storage right accounts, whereas stored water is allocated to the ''unaccounted for 

storage" account. It is a stretch to construe the footnote complained of by the State as 

making a factual finding that stored water is allocated to the existing storage right 

accounts. 

In accordance with the foregoing, this Special Master declines to alter or amend 

the Recommendation in this regard. 
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O. The 1986 Water Rights Accounting Sxstcm is Us~d to Account for the 

"lrrimitfon From Storage" Component of the Existlntz Storage Rights. 

The State argues that this Special Master improperly resolved a disputed issue of 

material fa.c1 by finding that "the Water District 63 water rights accounting program 

administers or accounts for th.e 'irrigation from storage' component of the decreed 

reservoir water rights," Stare ',r; lvfotion at 15, There are a couple of problems with the 

State's contention regarding this matter. First. on the pages of the Recommendation 

complained ofby the State, this Special Master was pointing out that the evidence in the 

record reveals that under the 1986 water rights accounting S)'Stem, irrespective of 

whether the water physically stored in the Boise River Reservoirs is considered to be 

authorized pursuant to the existing storage rights or whether it is considered to be stored 

under the authority of historic practice, the beneficial use of the water is considered to be 

authorized under the "irrigation from storage" component of the existing storage rights. 

There is no dispute among the parties that the 1986 accounting system considers that the 

stored water that is subsequently beneficially used for irrigation (and other uses) is used 

under the "irrigation from storage" component of the existing storage rigllts. Hence, this 

Special Master's statements in this regard can in no way be construed as .resolving a 

disputed issue of material fact - improperly or otherwise, 

Another problem with the State's argument is that the record in these subcases 

absolutely and clearly demonstrates that the 1986 water rights accounting program is in 

fact used to account for the "irrigation from storage" component of tl1e existing storage 

rights. In his Affidavit. Engineer Sutter states: "The water right accounting program is 

used to account for all Boise River natural flows and ail Boise River diversions of natural 

flow and stored water, whether the diversion is a dam. a canal, or a pump:· A_t]idavit of 

Robert J. Sutter, Ti 6 ( emphasis added). The State cites to the AJ]ldavit of Elizabeth Anne 

Cresto 11 11, 33 and the Second Affidavit of Robert J. Suiter 112-6 to show that the water 

rights accountlng program is not used to account for the use of stored water from the 

Boise River Reservoirs under the "irrigation from storage" components of the existing 

storage rights. This Special Master has revimved the citations offered by the State and 

can find nothing that refutes the above-quoted statement from Engineer Sutter. The 

Memorandum (Ex. C to her Affidavit) authored by Hydrologist Cresto also shows that the 
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water rights accounting program is used to account for the use of stored water under the 

"irrigation from storage" components of the existing storage rights. In the Memorandum, 

Hydrologist Cresto states: "The storage program is nm to determine the total storage 

available to the individual spaceholder and the results are entered into the water rights 

accounting program." Affidavit of Elizabeth Anne Cresto, Ex. C, p. 11 (emphasis added). 

In accordance with the foregoing, this Special Master declines to alter or amend 

the Recommendation in this regard. 

P. The Recommendqtiqn Does Not Resolve a Disputed Issue of Materjal Fact 

by Ouolina a Definition of the Phrase "Day of Allocation." 

The State asserts that this Special Master improperly resolved a disputed issue of 

material fact by defining the phrase "day of allocation." State's Motion at 15. The 

Recommendation does explain what the day of allocation is by quoting from the Affidavit 

of Tim Page, which states: "[The day of allocation] is the day the reservoirs reached 

maximum physical fill and senior irrigation demand equals or exceeds inflow into the 

reservoirs and there is no more water available to put into storage.'' The State would 

prefer to use the explanations of the "day of allocation" offered by Hydrologist Cresto, 

who supplies the record with two versions. The first states: "The 'day of allocation' is 

defined by three factors: (1) the physical storage in the reservoir system has stopped 

increasing; (2) the reservoir water rights have 'filled on paper'; and (3) the 'remaining 

natural flow' at Middleton as calculated in the water rights accounting program has 

dropped to zero." Affidavit of Elizabeth Anne Cresto ,i 20. The other explanation offered 

by Hydrologist Cresto states that the day of allocation occurs "after: (1) the last day of 

reservoir accrual to reservoir rights has occurred in the water rights accounting; (2) 

diversion demand is equal to or greater than the available natural flow; and (3) the 

maximwn physical total reservoir contents has occurred." Id., Ex. Cat 11. 

The exact nature or definition of the phrase "day of allocation" was not an issue in 

the motions for summary judgment filed by the Ditch Companies and the Boise Project, 

and hence this Special Master made no such findings of fact in this regard. However, for 

purposes of understanding the context of the dispute between the parties to the above

captioned subcases, it is important to have a basic understanding of the "day of 
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allocation." If the precise nature and operation of the "day of allocation" were an issue in 

these subcases, then such a determination could not be made upon the factual record on 

summary judgement; rather testimony at trial would have to be heard from Hydrologist 

Cresto and Boise Project Manager Tim Page and whomever else might offer relevant 

evidence regarding the day of allocation. But there is no such factual issue that needs to 

be resolved in these subcases. Of the three different definitions quoted above, any one of 

them would suffice for a general understanding of what must occur before the water 

physically in the reservoirs is allocated among the spaceholders. The fact that this 

Special Master quoted one of the definitions and not the others cannot be construed as 

improperly resolving a disputed issue of material fact. 

In accordance with the foregoing, this Special Master declines to alter or amend 

the Recommendation in this regard. 

O. The Storage Allocation System is used to Allocate the Water Stored in the 

Boise River Reservoirs to Individual Spaceho!der Accounts. 

The State asserts that this Special Master improperly resolved a disputed issue of 

material fact by determining that "spaceholder storage allocations determined via the 

storage allocations program on the 'day of allocation' are determined solely on the basis 

of the amount of water physically in the reservoirs on the 'day of allocation.'" State 's 

Motion at 15. The State derives this allegation of error from a footnote on page 16 of the 

Recommendation that alerts the reader that the word "allocate" as used by Engineer 

Sutter describes two separate accounting procedures - one for the allocation of water 

under the water rights accounting program and the other for the allocation stored water to 

the spaceholders. Recommendation at 16, n. 10. The footnote states in relevant part: 

"[T]he tenn [allocate] is used to describe the process of allocating the water stored in the 

reservoirs (whatever amount that may be) to the respective spaceholders." The footnote 

does not contain the word "solely." The State cites to the Affidavit of Elizabeth Anne 

Cresto to show that the statement in the footnote in incorrect. In her Affidavit, 

Hydrologist Cresto states: "On the day of allocation, the storage allocations program is 

used to allocate the water stored in the reservoir system to individual spaceholder 

accounts." Id. at 1 21. This Special Master is unable to see the distinction between the 
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statement in the footnote and the statement in the Affidavit of Hydrologist Cresto, and the 

State does not explain the distinction. Assuming arguendo that this Special Master 

somehow imprecisely stated exactly what water is being allocated by the allocations 

program on the day of allocation, such imprecision is not material to the resolution of the 

issue presented in the motions for summary judgment filed by the Ditch Companies and 

the Boise Project. The above-captioned subcases do not present a disputed material 

question regarding the operation of the allocations program, and this Special Master 

made no factual findings in that regard. 

In accordance with the foregoing, this Special Master declines to alter or amend 

the Recommendation in this regard. 

R. The Holding in the Recommendntio11 does not Rely on a Factual Finding of 

whether the 1986 Accounting System does or docs not Include an Adjustment 

that Occurs Contemporaneously with the day of Allocation. 

The State asserts that this Special Master improperly resolved a disputed issue of 

material fact by stating that the water right accounting procedures in place since 1986 

include an adjustment or "retrospective accounting [occurring contemporaneously with 

the day of allocation] necessary for the accounting system to recognize that the water that 

is put to beneficial use is the water that is physically stored in the reservoir on the day of 

maximum physical fill .... " Recommendation at 16. During the course of these 

proceedings the State has attempted to demonstrate its view of the nature of the existing 

storage rights (i.e. that they are for all physically and legally available water irrespective 

of whether such water may actually be stored given the flood control mission of the Boise 

River Reservoirs) by showing how such water rights have been accounted for by IDWR 

since 1986.~ The statement complained ofby the State attempts to show that the State is 

not looking at the entire "accounting" picture. The evidence in the record has numerous 

references that demonstrate under the 1986 accounting system the water actually stored in 

the reservoirs at the time of maximum physical fill is allocated to the existing storage 

5 As explained above in Section II. A., another problem with the State's argument in this regard is that the 
implications of the post-1986 accounting system would have to be retrospectively applied to the period 
prior to 1971. 
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rights. See, e.g. Affidavit of Robert J. Sutter,, 20-21. Indeed the State's own argument 

demonstrates this point. Specifically, the State has repeatedly argued that the above

captioned claims must fail because the claimants cannot carry their burden of 

demonstrating beneficial use of water above and beyond the amount used pursuant to the 

existing storage rights. See, e.g. State's Motion at 16. In other words, the State argues 

that the beneficial use of the water in the Boise River Reservoirs can only occur under the 

existing storage rights irrespective of whether the storage of such water was authorized 

under a legal theory of"historic practice." The logical extension of this argument is that 

the water stored under the authority of "historic practice" must at some point be 

converted to water beneficially used under authority of the existing storage rights. 

But the holding in the Recommendation does not rely on a factual finding of 

whether the 1986 ru:counting system does or does not include an adjustment that occurs 

contemporaneously with the day of allocation whereby "historic practice" water is 

recognized to be "existing storage right" water. The Recommendation specifically states 

that the accounting system does not define the existing storage rights. Id. at 16. At oral 

argument on the State's Motion counsel for the State agreed that the ru:counting system 

does not define the water rights. 

In accordance with the foregoing, this Special Master declines to alter or amend 

the Recommendation in this regard. 

S. The Aci;ounting System Utilized by IDWR docs not Define the Existing 

Storage Rights. 

The State argues that this Special Master improperly resolved a disputed issue of 

material fact by "detennin[ing] that the accounting an allocation procedures on the 'day 

of allocation• are intended to ensure that the annual volume limits of the decreed 

reservoir water rights are not exceeded, and the water physically in the reservoirs is 

designated as having been stored under the priorities of the decreed reservoir water 

rights." State's Motion at 16, citing Recommendation at 15-16. It should be noted that 

the Recommendation says nothing about what IDWR "intends" fur the accounting 

system to do or not do. Rather the Recommendation simply points out that the 

description provided by Engineer Sutter as to how the accounting system works includes 
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several statements to the effect that after maximum reservoir fill the water physically 

stored in the reservoirs, including "unaccounted for storage" is allocated to the reservoir 

storage rights. See Affidavit of Robert J. Sutrer ,r~ 20-2 t. 

But as stated above, the holding in the Recommendation does not rely on a 

factual finding of whether the 1986 accounting system does or does not include an 

adjustment that occurs contemporaneously with the day of allocation whereby "historic 

practice" water is recognized to be "existing storage right" water. The Recommendation 

specifically states that the accounting system does not define the existing storage rights. 

Id. at 16. At ora1 argument on the State 's Motion counsel for the State agreed that the 

accounting system does not define the water rights. 

In accordance with the foregoing, this Special Master declines to alter or amend 

the Recommendation in this regard. 

Ill. ORDER 

In accordance with the foregoing, the State's and Suez's l,fotions to Alter or 

Amend are denied. 

__ ..,, ~-:,> ~r --- , ""; ..,.. ~~,-[} f ~--.,,...,~;:~~~ -

THEODORE R. BOOTH 
Special Master 
Snake River Basin Ad,iutlication 
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DISTRICl°'COURT -SABA 
Fifth Judicial District 

County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 

SEP - 1 2016 

·- ····--··--·- -··· ··· ··- ·-·°!'A· --+-J-t-
JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 

ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 

InReSRBA 

Case No. 39576 

) Subcase Nos. 63-33732 (consolidated subcase no. 63-
) 33737), 63-33733 (consolidated subcase no. 63-
) 33738), and 63-33734 
) 
) MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER ON 
) CHALLENGE AND ORDER OF 
) RECOMMITMENT TO SPECIAL MASTER 

I. 

BACKGROUND 

1. On January 31, 2013, the United States Bureau of Reclamation ("United States") 

filed Motions to File Late Notice of Claim in subcase numbers 63-33732, 63-33733, and 63-

33734. The late claims seek storage water rights associated with Arrmvrock Dam, Anderson 

Ranch Dam, and Lucky Peak Dam (collectively "federal reservoirs") based on beneficial use. 

2. On that same date, the Boise Project Board of Control' filed Motions to File Late 

Notice of Claim in subcase numbers 63-33737 and 63-33738. The late claims seek storage water 

rights associated with Arrowrock Dam and Anderson Ranch Dam based on beneficial use. 

3. The five late claims were asserted in addition to water right numbers 63-303, 63-

3613, 63-3614, and 63-3618 (hereinafter "reservoir water rights"). The reservoir water rights 

were previously decreed in the SRBA and authorize storage water rights associated with the 

federal reservoirs based on prior licenses. 

1 The term "Boise Project Board of Control" refers collectively to the Boise Project Board of Control, Boise-Kuna 
Irrigation District, Nampa-Meridian irrigation Di~trict, Wilder Irrigation District, New York Irrigation District, and 
Big Bend Irrigation District. 
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4. On May 22, 2013, the Court entered Orders granting the Motions to File Late 

Notice of Claim. The late claims were then forwarded to the Idaho Department of Water 

Resources ("Department") for investigation. 

5. On December 31, 2013, the Director filed his Director 's Report for Late Claims, 

wherein he recommended that the late claims be decreed disallowed. Objections and Responses 

to the Director's recommendations were filed by various parties. The subcases were 

subsequently referred to the Special Master for further proceedings. 

6. On July 2, 2015, the Ditch Companies2 filed a Motion.for Summary Judgment, 

asserting that the water use claimed under the late claims is already memorialized under, and 

occurs pursuant to, the reservoir water rights. The Boise Project Board of Control joined in the 

Ditch Companies' Motion. 

7. On July 31, 2015, the State ofidaho filed a Cross-Motion for Summary .Judgment, 

asserting that the late claims should be decreed disallowed as a matter ofiaw. Suez Water Idaho, 

Inc. joined in the State's Cross-Mo/ion. 

8. On October 9, 2015, the Special Master entered his Special Master's 

Recommendation, recommending that the late claims be decreed disallowed. In so 

recommending, the Special Master determined that the Ditch Companies' Motion for Summary 

Judgment be granted, and that the State' s Cross-Motion.for Summary Judgment be dismissed. 

9. Motions to Alter or Amend the Special lvfaster 's Recommendation were filed by 

the State and Suez Water Idaho, Inc. The Special Master entered an Order denying those 

Motions on February 26, 2016. 

10. Timely Notices of Challenge were filed by the State and Suez Water Idaho, Inc., 

challenging the Special Master Recommendation and his Order Denying Motions to Alter or 

Amend. A hearing on the Notices of Challenge was held before this Court on July 11, 2016. The 

parties did not request the opportunity to submit additional briefing and the Court does not 

require any. Therefore, this matter is deemed fully submitted for decision on the next business 

day, or July 12, 2016. 

2 The tenn "Ditch Companies" refers collectively to Ballentyne Ditch Company, Boise Valley Irrigation Ditch 
Company, Canyon County Water Company, Eureka Water Company, Farmers' Co-operative Ditch Company, 
Middleton Mill Ditch Company, Middleton Irrigation Association, Nampa & Meridian irrigation Company, New 
Dry Creek Ditch Company, Pioneer Ditch Company, Pioneer lrrigation District, Settlers Irrigation District, South 
Boise Water Company, and Thunnan Mill Ditch Company. 
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II. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

A. Challenge. 

A district court is required to adopt a special master' s findings of fact unless they are 

clearly erroneous. I.R.C.P. 530); Rodriguez v. Oakley Valley Stone, Inc., 120 Idaho 3 70, 3 77, 

816 P.2d 326, 333 (1991 ). 1n determining whether findings of fact are clearly erroneous, a 

reviewing court "inquires whether the findings of fact are supported by substantial and 

competent evidence." Gill v. Viebrock, 125 ldaho 948, 951, 877 P.2d 919, 922 (1994). The 

party challenging the findings of fact has the burden of showing error, and a reviewing court will 

review the evidence in the light most favorable to the prevailing party. SRBA Springs & 

Fountains Memorandum Decision & Order on Challenge, Subcase No. 67-13701 (July 28, 

2006), p. 18. The special master's conclusions of law, however, are not binding upon a 

reviewing court, although they are expected to be persuasive. Higley v. Woodard, 124 Idaho 

531,534,861 P.2d 101, 104 (Ct. App. 1993). This permits the district court to adopt the 

master's conclusions of law only to the extent they correctly state the law. Id. Accordingly, a 

reviewing court's standard of review of the special master' s conclusions oflaw is one of free 

review. Id. 

B. Summary judgment. 

This matter comes before the Court on challenge by way of summary judgment, and the 

Court is asked to review certain findings and conclusions of the Special Master made pursuant to 

an order on summary judgment. Summary judgment is properly granted when the pleadings, 

depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, "shows that there is no 

genuine dispute as to any material fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of 

law." l.R.C.P. 56(a). Where the case will be tried without a jury, the district court, as the trier of 

fact, is entitled to draw the most probable inferences from the undisputed evidence properly 

before it and grant the summary judgment motion in spite of the potential of conflicting 

inferences. P. 0. Ventures, Inc. v. Loucks Family Irrev. Trust, 144 Idaho 233,237, 159 P.3d 870, 

874 (2007). The burden of demonstrating the absence of a genuine issue of material fact, and 

that summary judgment is proper as a matter oflaw, is on the moving party. McCorkle v. 

Northwestern Mut. L(fe Ins. Co., 141 Idaho 550, 554, 112 P.3d 838, 842 (Ct. App. 2005). 
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m. 
ANALYSIS 

A. The Special Master exceeded the jurisdiction of the Snake River Basin Adjudication 
by ruling on the Director's accounting methodology. 

i. Brief factual overview. 

These subcases originated as a result of late claims filed for water that has historically 

been stored in the federal reservoirs and released for use by spaceholders in years requiring flood 

control measures after those measures have been completed for the season. By way of brief 

explanation, the United States and spaceholders hold reservoir water rights associated with the 

federal reservoirs. As with all storage rights, the quantity element for these rights was decreed 

with a volumetric quantity. Partial decrees were issued for the reservoir water rights in the 

Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA"). Among other administrative duties, the federal 

reservoirs are operated by the United States to prevent flooding. In years when the estimated 

water content of the Boise River Basin exceeds the capacity of the reservoir system water 

otherwise available for storage under the decreed reservoir water rights is passed through the 

reservoir system and/or water that has previously been stored in the reservoirs is released in 

order to maintain sufficient space in the reservoirs to accommodate runoff estimated to occur 

later in the season. After all flood control releases have ceased for the season the reservoirs are 

then filled to the extent possible with the remaining available runoff. If the estimates were 

correct the reservoirs fill to capacity. Historically, this water has been distributed to the 

spaceholders for use. 

In conjunction with his duty to distribute water, the Director adopted an accounting 

methodology for carrying out his administrative duty with respect to the federal reservoirs. In 

accounting for the water that is distributed to the reservoirs, the accounting methodology takes 

into account that quantity of water passed through the reservoirs by the United States when the 

reservoir water rights are in priority and that water that has been previously stored but released 

by the United States to meet its flood control obligations. The result is that respective quantities 

for the reservoir water rights can be considered satisfied or partially satisfied irrespective of how 

much water is physically in the reservoirs after flood control measures have ceased for the 

season. This result has been referred to in these proceedings as "paper fill." The water that has 

been historically stored and later distributed to the spaceholders after flood control releases have 
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ceased has been referred to as "refill." In his methodology, the Director referred to this water as 

" unaccounted for storage." It is this "refill" or "unaccounted for storage" water that is the 

subject of the beneficial use late claims. However, as discussed below the spaceholders argue 

that the water identified by the Director as unaccounted for storage is water that is included in 

their previously decreed reservoir water rights. This brief explanation is provided for sufficient 

context necessary to address the issue in this case. The historic administration of the reservoir 

water rights is detailed and quite complex. A comprehensive overview is provided in the 

Memorandum Decision and Order entered in Ada County Case No. CV-WA-2015-21376 

contemporaneously herewith. 

ii. The issue decided by the Special Master impermissibly dealt with the 
propriety of the Director's accounting methodology for the previously 
decreed reservoir water rights. 

Although coming to this Court in a different proceeding, the issue now before the Court 

on challenge is in most respects the same issue this Court previously declined to hear in 

conjunction with the Basin-Wide Issue 17 proceedings. Memorandum Decision, SRBA Subcase 

No. 00-91017, pp.11-12 (March 20, 2013) (hereinafter, "Basin-Wide Issue I 7"). In Basin-Wide 

Issue 17 this Court declined to hear the issue of when the reservoir water rights were satisfied or 

"filled" under the Director's particular accounting methodology. Id. This Court reasoned that 

the partial decrees issued for the reservoir water rights were silent as to how the rights were to be 

administered. The Court held that the issue was therefore purely one of administration and 

should be detennined by the Director on a fu11y developed record in an administrative 

proceeding. In reaching this ruling, the Court was not treating the spaceholders differently from 

any other decreed water right holder in the SRBA. The Idaho Supreme Court has instructed that 

once a water right has been decreed, the Director has a clear legal duty to administer the water 

right according to the decree. Musser v. Higginson, 125 Idaho 392,395,871 P.2d 809,812 

(1994). However, the details of the performance of that duty are left to the Director's discretion. 

Id. In simplistic terms what this means is that once a right has been decreed and the decree 

holder takes issue with the way in which the Director is administering the right (i.e. exercising 

his discretion), then the decree holder must take up the issue first with the Director, not the Court 

who issued the decree. The Idaho Supreme Court was clear on this point when it affirmed this 
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Court ' s ruling in Basin-Wide Issue 17. In Re SRBA, Case No. 395 76, Subcase 00-91017, 157 

Idaho 385, 394, 336 P.2d 792, 801 (2014) (holding which accounting method to employ is within 

the Director' s discretion and IDAPA provides the procedures for challenging the chosen 

accounting method). 

While issues pertaining to the administration of specific water rights can be entertained in 

the SRBA, such issues need to be raised at the time the affected rights are being adjudicated. See 

e.g., Rangen Inc. v. IDWR, 159 Idaho 798, 806, 367 P.3d 193, 201 (2016). Any resulting special 

administrative provisions need to be either reflected in the partial decree itself or through a 

general provision.3 There are numerous examples in the SRBA where water rights have 

historically been administered in a manner that promotes the most efficient use of water given 

the peculiarities of a particular system. Thi s is true even though the administrative scheme may 

not pass muster if the rights were to be administered strictly in accordance with the prior 

appropriation doctrine. Such administrative schemes have typically been adopted through the 

consent of all affected water users and such users wish to have the administrative scheme 

memorialized in conjunction with their respective water rights. The SRBA is replete with such 

examples. Separate streams administration in various administrative basins and the 

administrat ive general provisions in the Big Lost in Basin 34 provide a couple of examples. 

However, what sets these types of examples apart from the instant case is that issues regarding a 

special administrative scheme were raised at the time the rights were being adjudicated and prior 

to the rights being decreed. To the extent an administrative provision successfully makes its way 

into a decree (or a general provision) then the Director must give effect to that provision in 

carrying out his administrative duties. 

In the instant case, issues regarding any particular method of administration were never 

raised at the time the reservoir water rights were adjudicated. As a consequence the partial 

decrees issued for those rights are silent as to any particular type of administrative scheme or 

methodology. Indeed, allowing a water right hold~r to come back into the SRBA after the right 

has been decreed and then argue that it should be administered according to some particular 

methodology not otherwise provided for in the partial decree would constitute an impermissible 

3 The spaceholders entered into contracts with the United States, which among other things, specify how the 
reservoirs are to be administered fur flood control. The contracts also address the obligations of the United States in 
the event of shortfalls resulting from flood control measures. However, the State of Idaho and other water right 
holders on the system are not signator ies to these contracts. The terms of these contracts pertaining to administration 
were not incorporated into the partial decrees issued for the reservoir rights. 
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collateral attack on the partial decree. Rangen, 159 Idaho at 806,367 P.3d at 201. Moreover, it 

would ignore the finality of the partial decree as well as the final unified decree in which the 

partial decree was incorporated. Id. Accordingly, absent such an administrative provision, as is 

the case with any other decreed right in the SRBA, the Director must administer the rights 

according to the partial decrees in accordance with Idaho law. Absent an administrative 

provision in a partial decree or a general provision, the SRBA Court does not instruct the 

Director how to carry out his administrative duties in distributing water. If a decree holder 

asserts that the Director is not administering his or her right either according to the decree or 

consistent with Idaho law, he or she must first take it up with the Director. 

In Basin-Wide Issue 17 this Court opined that despite the spaceholders' failure to timely 

raise issues pertaining to administration, a potential solution within the jurisdiction of the SRBA 

would be for the spaceholders to seek leave to file late claims to that water which physically 

"refilled" the reservoirs after flood control measures had ceased and the original rights were 

determined to be satisfied by the Director according to his accounting methodology.4 Thereafter 

the United States and various other water users filed beneficial use late claims for the "refill." 

The filing of the late claims was unopposed and the Court found "good cause" for granting leave 

to allow the claims to proceed. However, it needs to be emphasized that leave was granted for 

the filing of beneficial use late claims that were separate and distinct from the previously decreed 

reservoir water rights. Namely, the claims were limited to water diverted and stored after the 

original rights were determined to be satisfied by the Director however that determination was 

made. Again, given that the partial decrees were silent on administration, the SRBA Court 

lacked any jurisdiction to decide the soundness of the Director' s accounting methodology used to 

determine when the original rights were deemed satisfied. J.C.§ 42-1401D. The claimants also 

apparently appreciated this distinction as well when they filed the late claims. This is evidenced 

by reviewing the basis for the respective late claims. The reservoir water rights were claimed 

and decreed based on prior licenses. The late claims, on the other hand, were claimed based on 

beneficial use. Clearly, the beneficial use claims were intended as being distinct from the 

~ The other alternative addressed by the Court was to move to set aside and reopen the reservoir water right claims. 
This option was not pursued by the United States or the spaceholders. The process for reopening a partial decree 
provides notice to parties to the adjudication that a water right claim relied on be finalized through a partial decree is 
again at issue and subject to change. The process affords interested parties a mechanism for participating in the 
proceedings. 
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previously decreed reservoir water rights as a result of how those rights were administered taking 

into account flood control measures. 

The Director then issued a Director's Report recommending that the late claims be 

disallowed. He recommended that the water he identifies in his methodology as "unaccounted 

for storage" be memorialized in a general provision, and that it be made available for use by the 

spaceholders consistent >with historic practice, albeit not pursuant to a water right. In effect, the 

"unaccounted for storage" was recommended by the Director as similar in concept to so-called 

"'excess water." The origin and nature of excess water is discussed at length in the Memorandum 

Decision and Order entered in Ada County Case No. CV-W A-2015-21376 contemporaneously 

herewith. See also Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge, Subcase Nos. 74-15051 , et. 

al., (Jan 3, 2012) (addressing "high flow" claims in Lemhi Basin). 

Objections were filed to the Director's recommendation and the subcases were referred to 

the Special Master. In the proceedings before the Special Master, the spaceholders asserted that 

the beneficial use late claims need not be pursued because the historical use of water identified as 

"unaccounted for storage" was already covered by the reservoir water rights. The State and Suez 

asserted that the late claims should be disallowed because the "refill" water is "unaccounted for 

storage'· and not attributable to any water right and therefore would not support beneficial use 

claims. In an attempt to fully address the objections, the Special Master entertained what he 

considered to be the threshold issue of whether the water argued to be unaccounted for storage 

was indeed covered by the reservoir water rights. In reaching his decision, the Special Master 

considered evidence on the propriety of the Director's accounting methodology used for 

distributing water to the federal reservoirs. The Special Master ultimately concluded the 

Director erred in his accounting methodology, ruling on swnmary judgment that the previously 

decreed reservoir rights included the water identified as unaccounted for storage, and that is the 

subject of the late claims. 

In light of the previous discussion, it is apparent that the Special Master strayed from the 

narrow focus of conducting proceedings on the beneficial use late claims by delving into the 

propriety of the Director's accounting methodology. The narrow issue before the SRBA Court 

dealt with the beneficial use late claims not the scope or administration of the previously decreed 

reservoir water right claims. The SRBA Court lacks jurisdiction to rule on the propriety of the 

Department's accounting methodology as it pertains to those decreed reservoir rights. I.C. § 42-
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1401 D. The partial decrees issued for the reservoir water rights unambiguously define the 

elements of those rights and are silent as to any particular method of administration. As such. 

the methodology implemented by the Director for administering the reservoir water rights is an 

issue that needs to be raised administratively before the Director in accordance with the IDAPA. 

The Idaho Supreme Court is clear on this issue. In Re SRBA, Case No. 39576, Subcase 00-

91017, 157 Idaho 385,394,336 P.2d 792,801 (2014) (holding which accounting method to 

employ is within the Director's discretion and the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act provides 

the procedures for challenging the chosen accounting method). This is the same protocol that 

applies to every other decreed right in the SRBA. To hold otherwise would be to ignore the 

finality of a partial decree. Tf a water right holder complains that the Department is not 

administering his or her right according to the partial decree, the matter needs to originate with 

the Department not the SRBA Court. In that same vein, the late claims cannot be used as a 

mechanism for either collaterally attacking the previously issued partial decrees or as an end run 

around IDAP A. IDAP A imposes a different standard of review and constrains the actions 

available to a district court on review. LC. § 67-5279. In this case, the Special Master 

effectively overruled the Director's methodology without applying the standard of review that 

applies to a judicial review proceeding. Id. 

iii. Despite the issues raised by the parties, the Special Master should have 
required the parties to elect to either proceed with the late claims based on 
the methodology in place or request to stay the proceedings to allow contests 
to the accounting methodology to proceed administratively. 

This Court acknowledges that the Special Master needed to hear evidence on the 

Director' s accounting methodology for general context for the purpose of determining whether 

the "unaccounted for storage" was indeed unappropriated "excess water" or whether the 

circumstances could support beneficial use water rights. However, the limited issue before the 

Special Master is pretty straightforward. Based on the Director's accounting methodology, the 

quantity of water that is available for storage but is nonetheless passed through for flood control 

while the senior storage right is in priority, or water that is initially stored but later released for 

flood control, is counted against the reservoir water rights despite not ultimately being used for 

irrigation. The propriety of this accounting and distribution method is beyond the jurisdiction of 
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the SRBA Court now that the reservoir rights have been decreed. LC. § 42-1401 D. No party 

disputes that after flood control releases have ceased for the season, the ieservoirs have 

historically been physically filled to the extent of available water. No party further disputes that 

this water has been historically allocated among the spaceholders and has been distributed to the 

spaceholders for irrigation. That said, the issue before the Special Master is limited to whether 

this historical use of water identified as unaccounted for storage supports the establishment of 

beneficial use claims. This Court granted the spaceholders' leave to file late claims to assert 

claims to this water, not for purposes of reopening previously decreed reservoir water rights or to 

challenge the Director's administration of those decreed reservoir water rights. Accordingly, the 

Special Master could have thoroughly conducted proceedings on the late claims without ruling 

on the scope of the previously decreed reservoir water rights or the propriety of the Director's 

accounting methodology. 

Based on the nature of the issues raised by the parties, the Special Master had two 

options. He could have proceeded with the late claims based on the accounting methodology in 

place and moved forward on the late claims. Alternatively, if the spaceholders wished to pursue 

their position that the Director's accounting methodology was in error, the Special Master could 

have entertained staying the proceedings to allow the spaceholder to raise the issue in the 

appropriate forum. 5 Depending on the outcome of that proceeding, the spaceholders could then 

make the determination whether it was necessary to proceed with their late claims. In any event, 

the SRBA Court, including the Special Master, lacked jurisdiction to rule on the propriety of the 

Director's methodology for administering the previously decreed reservoir water rights. 

B. Remaining issues raised on challenge. 

The Court acknowledges that other issues were raised by the parties. However, having 

determined that the Special Master exceeded the jurisdiction of the SRBA by ruling on the 

Director' s accounting methodology, the Court need not reach these remaining issues. 

5 The Director apparently acknowledged the jurisdictional distinction. Following the Idaho Supreme Court's 
decision in Basin-Wide Issue 17 the Director on his accord initiated a contested case regardin.g his accounting 
methodology for the reservoir water rights. However, the proceedings before the Special Master were not stayed. 
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IV. 

CONCLUSION AND ORDER OF RECOMMITMENT 

In conclusion, in Basin-Wide 17 this Court declined to hear the issue of when the decreed 

reservoir water rights were considered to be satisfied under the Director' s accounting 

methodology. The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed that ruling. The late claims neither open a 

door for the SRBA Court to address the administration of the decreed reservoir water rights, nor 

do they provide a procedural mechanism for an end run around this Court' s prior ruling. 

Therefore, the Court rejects in whole the findings of fact and conclusions of law set forth in the 

Special Master 's Recommendation. I.R.C.P. 53(j). 

It is ORDERED that the matter is recommitted to the Special Master for further 

proceedings consistent with this decision. 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

DATED: 

Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
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